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Covid
It seems that the biggest impact on aeromodelling is the
ongoing Covid pandemic. With a large part of the northern
North Island in lockdown ( at the time of writing) and rather
unsettled spring weather it seems that most of us have
struggled to get out and go ﬂying in the last few months.
The most prominent question to MFNZ Council is whether
folks are allowed to go ﬂying under the current
Government rules. Lately this has been a bit of a moving
target as the pandemic eﬀects diﬀerent areas of the
country. The best source of information about the rules
and guidelines is the government website www.covid
19.govt.nz. Council members are happy to discuss the
government guidelines with you or your club
representative but the decision process on restrictions
and processes regarding pandemic response remains the
task of the Government.
The average age of MFNZ members is well within the high
risk range for severe Covid symptoms. Getting vaccinated
would be highly recommended. There is increased talk of
a vaccine pass being required to attend events outdoor
events and I suspect this may have to be implemented for
all the aeromodelling clubs in the country. MFNZ Council
leaves the decision on this to the individual clubs as each
will need to respond to the local conditions / requirements.
MFNZ Council has just set a mandatory requirement for
all attendees of the 74th Nationals to provide a Vaccine
Pass to allow entry into the event.

Flying Site map
Ministry of Transport as requested a map of all the sites
that MFNZ members ﬂy. Peter Randerson has done a
great job of communicating with all the clubs around the
country and we’re getting a pretty solid view of all the
locations available for ﬂying. We have worked out a
system that allows transfer of the ﬂying site data into a
customised Google map. The intention is that the data is
imported into an SQL database and then we’ll create a
process to allow the clubs to keep it updated as time goes
on.

A huge thanks to all the folks that helped us with
information for the local area.
I recently went through a huge amount of old MFNZ
documentation, much of which was from the 1960s. The
focus was to look for historical documents. A couple of
things struck me as I was looking through all of this. It was
fascinating to see the amount of eﬀort people put into run
the events like the Nationals when all correspondence
required a written letter that was then posted to the MFNZ
s e c r e t a r y. I t b o u g h t h o m e h o w m u c h e a s i e r
communication is in this era where use of electronic mail is
the norm.
The other thing I chuckled about was ﬁnding a strategy
document from the 1990s that deﬁne the need for a ﬂying
site database. Over 30 years later we now have the
technology to actually accomplish this.

Membership cards
Printing the MFNZ membership cards has been
extremely problematic this year with a number of technical
issues encountered with the plastic card printer. It’s
become apparent that this is a single point of failure.
These issues started a conversation about what we could
do with the membership card. I was in contact with an
Australian MAAA member and saw what they were doing
with the membership card, which started me thinking
about reproducing the same thing for New Zealand ﬂyers.
The proposal I’ve been working on is to use a credit card
sized cardboard membership card. The card would
eﬀectively be the size of two credit cards joined on the
short end. Information would then be printed on the inside,
which would then be folded in half to form a single card.
There are several advantages to this:
• There’s no reliance on unique hardware to print the
cards.
• Cost of the card printing would decrease.
• There is also an environmental aspect that we would
stop throwing out more than 2000 plastic cards every
year.
If you have any thoughts / opinions, please let me know.
Happy Holidays!!!
MFNZ Council

NORTH ISLAND FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS

1st, 2nd & 3rd of April 2022
Raynor's Farm
Carterton

Friday 1st
Saturday 2nd
Sunday3rd
New this year
Open Rubber 3x180 Kiwi Power 3x120
Mini Combined 3x120
Teams
Challenge
Open Power 3x180 Nostalgia Duration (1/2A Power, coup, A1)
Teams
of
two
drawn
Friday night at
Vintage precision 3x90
Open Glider 3x180 combined 3x180
chosen venue
P30 3x120
Kennedy precision 3x90 Combined times taken over 2 days
Vintage Duration
Chlg/Hlg/Tlg
combined 3x180
Classic Duration
This event is separate to NIFFC
combined 6x60
combined 3x180
E 36 3x120
$100 Cash to the winning team

Contest director: Paul Squires 021 029 94110 pwsquires@gmail.com

Sponsored by CLG
(Connie Louise Gray)

WE HAVE
LIFT
OFF!!
THE 74th NATIONALS ARE STILL ON
Arrangements for the 74th MFNZ Nationals are well in hand. We are all set. An order for
some nice weather has been placed, we are expecting hot and sunny !! Registration
opens from midday on Jan 2nd and later that day at approx. 6:30pm, at the
showgrounds HQ will be the welcoming contestants meeting, and “Baldricks
Burgers”. I expect many will be travelling to the Wairarapa on the 1st and 2nd January
so make sure you get there in time for that.
The Nationals Shirts pre order ended back in October, and the batch has been made. So
if you ordered a shirt, it will be waiting for you at the nats. If you were thinking of
packing some hi vis gear, don’t bother !!! You will be visible for miles with one of these
on. If you missed out on the pre shirt order, you can still get a one oﬀ in your size from
the supplier in Levin. Visit their website kapinua.com
Registrations are looking good with approx. 60 people registered so far. We are
expecting well over 100. Get online and register. As a one oﬀ, due to the current climate,
we have decided to reduce the minimum numbers per event from 3, down to 2, for it to
be oﬃcial.
The Nats website is the place to ﬁnd all the info on the schedule, how to enter, where all
the ﬂying sites are etc. Click here: 74th Nationals Event Schedule (modelﬂyingnz.org)
We look forward to seeing you all again in Clareville in the new year !!!

2022 NATIONALS
Carterton 2nd Jan - 7th Jan 2022
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Important Covid 19 information
for the Nationals

You might be wondering how the Nationals will be run with
regard to the Covid 19 pandemic ? The following information
will hopefully answer those questions for you.

Will there be QR Code Scanning??
By now you will all be familiar with the Covid Tracer scanning
posters that we have to use to get into shops etc. We will have
those same Covid Tracer scanning posters at each ﬂying site and
key points around the showgrounds, so make sure you scan in
every day at every location you visit. At the gate there will be a
sign stating entry past this point is only permitted to vaccinated
people. It's super important that you scan yourself into the ﬁeld
each day, just as you would for any shop or business. The CD's
will also have a paper list available for those unable to scan in.

By the time you read this, the entire country will have changed
to the new traﬃc light system, and the area where the Nats are to
be held, is currently status Orange. Aucklanders are soon going
to be let out, and the country is nearing 90% vaxxed. A lot has
changed in the past few months.

What about spectators??
We do get a few showing up to the Nationals sites. You will be
able to spot them, as they may not have a wristband on. They
will also be required to use the Covid Tracer app, and to present
their Vax Pass to the CD for checking.

Prior to the SIG meeting, an urgent meeting by MFNZ council
unanimously agreed that Vaccine Passes would be required to
run the Nationals safely. The Nationals require registration, and
contestants are paying to be there. Under the Covid 19
Protection Framework, this classiﬁes it as an “Event”, not a
gathering. We have a duty of care to make sure the Nats are run
as safe as we possibly can, so you can come and ﬂy, and leave
smiling, in one piece. If not a little sunburned. As we expect
over 100 people in attendance, vaccine certiﬁcates are required.
This includes not only contestants, but anyone involved at the
Nationals, including wives, girlfriends, partners, helpers,
children over 12 etc.

But what if 'm really worried I might go to The Nats, catch
Covid, and then take it home to my Wife / Family / etc?!!!
We are endeavouring to source Rapid Antigen Test Kits. You
can volunteer to take a test at the start and end of The Nats, and
drive home safe knowing that when you left, you were clear.
However this means you can not stop for an ice cream on the
way home!!! In the oﬀ chance of MFNZ failing to secure the test
kits, the other option is stopping into the local pharmacy to get a
test.

Following a SIG meeting on
1st December, the 74th MFNZ
Nationals to be held in
Carterton from 2nd to 7th
January, are all go.

At registration we will be checking your Vaccine Pass, so have it
handy. We are about to hit the summer of the Vax Pass, where
you will need to show it to get into a restaurant, bar, cafe, or even
get a haircut. Get it loaded on your phone if you are tech savy,
but you can of course just have it as a paper copy. Having trouble
with all this? See your local pharmacy, or maybe get your
oﬀspring to sort it for you!! I'm sure by the time The Nats roll
around, you will have already needed to get it sorted just to
function in life.
How will we know everyone at The Nats has been checked?
Will we need to have our Vax Pass scanned daily? Sounds
complicated!!!
On registration, after you have had your Vaccine Pass and ID
checked, we will strap a coloured wrist band on you. Similar to
if you were attending a concert or a festival. It will stay on all
week (no they don't fall oﬀ in the shower) and it makes it clear
and easy to see by everyone at The Nats that you are good to go!!
Contest Director's are busy people, they have enough to do
already. If they can see your wristband, they know you've been
to HQ, and it's clear you have already been checked.

It's very important that on arrival to Carterton, you
go directly to the HQ to get registered. DO NOT
STEP FOOT ONTO A FLYING SITE UNTIL
YOU HAVE DONE THIS.

Masks and social distancing??
This directly oﬀ the Covid 19 website. “Face coverings are

mandatory in some places (for example, on ﬂights, public
transport, taxis, retail, public facilities) and encouraged
elsewhere”.
What a palava …. Man, I just want to ﬂy!!!
Well we all want to “just ﬂy” but we need to make sure everyone
is kept safe from this virus as best we can. We don't want to be
headline news “Model Flyers in Wairarapa Super Spreaders!!”
that would be a disaster. The average age of our members is very
senior, and many of them will be very unsure about coming to
The Nats. We hope that by putting these requirements in place,
people can attend knowing that things are going to be OK and
they will be safe.
Before you come to The Nats, if you are feeling unwell, stay at
home!! Get in touch and we can refund your entry if you have
already paid. If you are at The Nats and feeling unwell get in
touch with HQ straight away.
For further information around Covid 19, please refer to the NZ
Governments Covid 19 website:
https://covid19.govt.nz/traﬃc-lights/covid-19-protectionframework or of course get in touch with us.
We hope to see as many of you there as possible!!

Nats Management Team

LARGE

model stuff

Remote Inspection process for Large Models!
Covid 19…yep I’m sick of hearing the word too but one
thing’s for sure it’s changed the way we think and do things
for the foreseeable future.
With these changes however we’ve all adapted in some
way to make things work easier /better and none more so
than inspecting Large Models!
I trialled a LM inspection by remote means around the
time of the 2020 Covid outbreak and as more and more of
us have learned to use Zoom, Skype, Facetime type
digital platforms I’ve noticed other inspectors opting to use
this method as well in particular Frazer Briggs.
We have now reached a point where I believe remote
inspection via live video platforms is a reality for those tech
savvy enough to use them and are a sound option for large
model inspection.

On-line Form A, B & C issues!
Over the last few months some inspectors/owners have
been experiencing issues with Mach forms during the
retrieval and submit actions. A favourite has been a “403
error” which has hopefully as of writing this been resolved
across all Forms A,B and C.
MFNZ has invested in a paid license for the Mach forms
software which hopefully stops Phil Eldridge tearing his
hair out trying to resolve problems! Bit of a shout out to
both Phil and Paul Clegg for their great IT support keeping
these important documents running.
Apologies to all those who have been frustrated with the
forms this last while, think we’re on top of it now!
As our large models have grown in both size and
complexity the reliability and redundancy factor has
become more and more important with safety mitigation a
really high priority!
I’ve been looking at the Jeti brand for some years and
actually stocked and used their receivers for indoor/park
ﬂy/full range use
back in the 90’s at
Galtech Models.
Watching their technology grow especially
the multipath signal and telemetry side of
things I couldn’t resist any longer so in
October I took the plunge semi retiring my
faithful jR12X for a nice dark Blue/Carbon
DS 24!

From the comfort of my home oﬃce in Palmerston North I'm carrying out a permit renewal inspec on on
Andrew Palmers 40% scale Pawnee in Christchurch.

Another real bonus is that our LM inspectors many of whom travel
considerable (non-reimbursed) km’s to do inspections can instead do
this from the kitchen table, comfy couch or home oﬃce so it’s
winner/winner all round!
Now I know these media platforms will not suit everyone so the face to
face system carries on but for those inspectors and owners that feel
comfortable using remote technology I’m saying go for it!
As a guide for those wanting to try remote inspection ﬁrst establish a
common platform between you both styles of which are mentioned
above.
At a mutually agreed time the inspector opens up your Form B on-line
and both owner/inspector armed with smartphone’s simply
video’s/views areas requested by the inspector who in turn writes up the
Form B as areas are covered…really simple and of course relies on the
owner to pull and tug on hinge lines, control clevises and horns etc to
check security of same.
REMEMBER…these inspections are not out to make life diﬃcult they
aim to ensure the investment you’ve made in both time and money is
protected whilst maintaining safety so any “faking” of the examination on
the owner’s part only puts their entire project at risk!

Factory appointed NZ Jeti dealer!
The best part is that there is now a NZ based
factory appointed dealer namely Craig
Abbott under the banner of Ultimate
Aerosports based in Auckland. Craig will be
sourcing/supplying the entire range of Jeti
radios including batteries, esc’s, telemetry
items etc for the NZ market.
Craig is renowned for some of the most
outstanding large R/C aircraft in the country
namely his 1/2 scale Eindekker, twin turbine
ME 262, F104 and some exciting new giant
scale projects in the pipeline.
These larger jets in particular demand the
highest level of redundancy and reliability

Slope
Slope Soarer
Soarer Build
Build
Tristan & Ryan Lynch

Ryan my 13 year old son and I are members of the Nelson
Model Aero club and ﬂy most weekends. Some of those
weekends end up being too windy to ﬂy our models at the
club ﬁeld so not wanting to miss out on a day’s ﬂying we
decided to build some slope soarers and ﬁnd some local
hills to ﬂy on.
We found a free P 51 reno racer plan on the web that
looked cool, sized it up and cut out a 5mm mdf template for
fuselage so we could foam cut the blanks.

that can be provided and Craig believes the Jeti
features go a long way to ticking those boxes!
Jeti Duplex radios are capable of transmitting and
receiving on not only two independent 2.4Ghz freq
modules but additionally a 900Mhz back-up as
well…to my knowledge no other radio system on the
market today does this!!
Couple this with likely the best and most expansive
range of telemetry sensors in the business, TX hall
eﬀect gimbals etc and you have one feature packed
RC system.
There is an almost inexhaustible range of features
packed in the DS/DC radios (DS = handheld tx
version, DC = tray tx version) and you have the ability
to buy in at a modest price and add features via the
Jeti store or go for broke and buy the DS/DC 24 that
has every possible feature installed.
Further information on Jeti and all their products can
be found here: https://www.jetimodel.com/ or by
contacting Craig@uas.co.nz at Ultimate AeroSports.

We found a good slope soaring airfoil online (RG14 if I
remember correctly) and cut this out in the same foam.
Part of the fun of this project was learning to build the foam
cutting equipment using parts from the local Jaycar shop
(after some more googling online on how to do it). The
Polystyrene foam is just cheap Bunnings foam sheeting
and the wing is strengthened with some 5mm Bunnings
dowel.
Our ﬁrst attempts ﬂew well but the thin fuselage didn’t like
the rough landings so we doubled up the thickness to
make the second version builds more robust.
With just Ailerons and elevator, the control surfaces and
stabiliser are 5mm foam board and hinged with reinforced
tape. All surfaces are coated with coloured packing tape
and hot glue was used to join it all together.
We tried a couple of diﬀerent ways to control the ailerons
but one small servo on each wing is probably easiest.
Linkages are from the parts box and the servos are hot
glued in. The RX battery is located up front with some
extra lead to help cut through the windy days and balance
the model out with a total weight of 850grams each.
With the ﬁnished builds we ventured up to the nearest
subdivision to throw them oﬀ the hill. They ﬂy well and like
the stronger winds and as with all polystyrene models they
take the rough landings well. They are a fun way to enjoy
some ﬂying on those windy days and a great way to enjoy
some father son building time.

Wayne Cartwright

Hall of Fame 2020

MFNZ would like you to share in the celebration of our latest
inductee to the MFNZ Hall of Fame. Wayne has had over 50
years in the New Zealand aeromodelling scene. Following is a
list of his accomplishments that was provided with his
nomination.
COMPETITOR/PARTICIPANT
• Entered events/contests: Free Flight Nationals 1955,57, 58, and
from 1976 for at least 25 National contests in IMAC, Scale,
Aerobatics and Vintage events.
• NZ Team Member: Trans-Tasman Soaring (Thermal A) Team,
1978.
• N a t i o n a l s W i n n e r, N Z R e c o r d H o l d e r : Wo n N a t i o n a l
Championships in Thermal A Soaring, RC Sports Scale, Team
Scale, RC Vintage Precision, RC Vintage Texaco (3 times), RC
Vintage 1/2 E Texaco (twice), RC Classical E Duration, and RC
Classical IC Duration.
• International Placings/World Records: Trans-Tasman Soaring A –
team was placed ﬁrst, individual placing 3rd.
LEADER/ORGANISER
• Organised/established Clubs: A founder member and President of
the MAANZ (Large model scheme)
• Club oﬃcer/committee: From 1972-1982 was a committee
member of the Palmerston North Aeroneers serving as President
for 2 years. Scale SIG committee member 5+ years in the 197080s). Vintage SIG Chairman from 2010 until 2017. An enthusiastic
promoter of Vintage ﬂying who increased participation in Vintage
National entries four-fold, and the number of Vintage classes from
4 to 14 in this period.
• NZMAA Oﬃcial: A councillor from 1975 to 1978 (whilst council was
based in Palmerston North), and again from 2001-2006 as NNI
Representative, and served 1 year as Vice-President.
CONTEST/EVENT DIRECTION
• Local rallies/contests: As part of the RC Vintage series he initiated
(see below) a number of local rallies have become regular ﬁxtures
in the Vintage calendar.
• Provincial/Regional Events: Initiated the NNI RC Vintage in 2012
involving 6, 2-day events each year. Was CD of these events from
2012-2016.
• National/International events: Flew Soaring A in Trans-Tasman
series in 1978. A judge at 2 RC Scale Trans-Tasman events. A
regular competitor and CD at National Championships (both RC
Scale and Vintage). Initiated the Vintage Leader Board contest
which records top performances at various Vintage events
throughout NZ.

Wayne Cartwright

WRITER/PUBLISHER
• Wrote Club Newsletter: Edited the
Palmerston North Aeroneers bulletin
for three years.
• A r t i c l e s i n N a t i o n a l
Newsletter/magazine: A regular
contributor to the Model Flying World
and AVANZ Newsletter. Edited and
produced the NZMAA Rule Book (the
“Orange Rule Book” in the mid-1970s.
• Edited National Magazine/Newsletter:
Wrote the Large Model Certiﬁcation
Scheme, and negotiated its
acceptance by CAA, and co-wrote the
documents that CAA issued under the
scheme. Managed the introduction
and revision of the Scheme for the ﬁrst
5 years. Developed rules for RC Scale
(Sport Scale, Team Scale and
Classical Scale). Drafted the original
Rules for the NZ version of IMAC RC
Scale Aerobatics. Since 2010, has
drafted rules for an additional 10 new
Vintage Classes, and in 2016, coedited a total reorganisation and
revision of the Vintage Rule Book.

acovid
lock-down
roject

I always have plenty of projects to keep me occupied.
Always models to ﬁnish, start or renovate, but I often have
trouble putting my hand on the right tool at the right time.
They seem to migrate around and never stay where I last
used them.
So, in desperation I built a “Lazy Susan” to give them a home without taking up too much
bench space.
Dimensions were largely a guess determined mainly by the material on hand.
The base of the “rotator” is a 300mm disc of15mm ply with a large piece of dowel (broom
handle) to engage the bearing in the under base which was the remainder of the 15mm ply
with a ball-race pressed (hammered) into a hole made with a holesaw that was almost the
right size. The bearing was in my useful junk items drawer.
The dividers were cut from an old model club sign board (a bit grubby on one side, but that is
mostly hidden) I didn’t want to use plywood for the dividers as they would take up too much
space and I didn’t have any! There is an 80mm square of ply top and bottom of the central
core to attach the dividers.
I had some “bendy ply” that I glued and tacked around the base to give some small spaces
for little items. The pens and pencils kept falling over so I put in some long screws as
separators - that helps a bit.
So for it is working out pretty good. Looks like I need to make something similar for my
assortment of adhesives – Gorilla Glue, PVA, Exopy, Superglue, etc.

Model aviation
from the past
The pictures at right are
from the November 23rd,
1912 issue of Flight
magazine, which in those
days used to have a regular
few pages on model ﬂying.
This site:
h ps://archive.org/details
/Flight_Interna onal_Mag
azine has the magazine
digi sed and free to access
from 1909 ll 1934. There's
some fascina ng stuﬀ
there on preWar (both of
them) avia on.
Mar n Dilly

The Project – a De Havilland Mosquito
In 1970 I started an apprenticeship at Hawker Siddeley’s
Hatﬁeld factory – home of De Havilland and the Mosquito.
I once found an old Mossie fuselage jig lurking in a dusty
hangar corner and was even able to work on the original
prototype at nearby Salisbury Hall where it was designed
and created, and can still be found today. Even before
then I had an ambition to build a model Mosquito – and
this has lingered to the present day despite seeing
capable ﬂiers experience diﬃculties. Its such a gorgeous
shape! Hatﬁeld in the early 70’s often saw Sir John
Cunningham (chief test pilot) ﬂying the company mailplane – a Mosquito T3 numbered RR299 and squadron
coded HTE. Who would not dream of ﬂying that?
Avspec’s recent renovation of TV959 might have added a
bit of oomph, but it was friend and fellow NSMAC member
Alex Felgate who ﬁnally lit the touch-paper. He oﬀered me
an RCM&E Tony Nijhuis set of plans for a 72 inch electric
powered version. I contacted Tony Nijhuis Designs to
conﬁrm the price for pre-cut short kits and other options,
which were reasonable – but the killer was the postage:
$750!

Laser in its cabinet

The ﬁrst rib - it ﬁts!!

Available Lasers
A bit of internet
research revealed that
a number of lasers are
available for home use
– CO2 and even some
diode-based units.
Would they actually
work? Several hours of
Youtube watching later
seemed to conﬁrm it
might be worth a try.
This article is about the
outcome of deciding to
see for myself. The
machine I settled on is
an Ortur Lasermaster 2
Pro, obtained via
Banggood. The really
neat part was that the
price just about
perfectly matched the
quoted cost of posting a
Mossie kit from the UK!
I won’t dwell on the
delivery except to say it
was cheap and not

Collection of parts

quick! However, I did eventually receive a modest sized
box with well packed contents and soon had it up and
operational. Sub-industrial CO2 lasers have been
available down to around 30W optical power – diode
lasers are at a lower level than that, this one being about
20W nominal but actually oﬀering about 5.5W optical
power. This leads to the ﬁrst key question – even if it
worked, wouldn’t it be too slow? This would be a killer if it
was to be used for production runs, but for a one- (or two-)
oﬀ project would it be practical?

Acquiring Images for Cutting
Before we go further, I am sure those of us who build
rather than buy most of our models will have seen the
improving quality and value of laser-cut kits over recent
years. I have a Mountain Models J3 Cub – or had until it
came oﬀ worst in a mid-air – and the quality of both cutting
and inherent design is very impressive. But – and Gwyn
Avenell pointed to this when I was chatting about his
experiences at Avetek – you will be constrained by the
need for good quality images, probably dxf ﬁles. There are
lots of plans now available, however quality dxf images
may be harder to come by. Your parts need to ﬁt together!
In my case I had a plan (actually 4 plan sheets but not the
full 7 plan set) but it may not enough to rely on a pdf or
similar, even if parts outlines are shown on the drawings.
So another key question - was I prepared to go through
the eﬀort to (re) master CAD and “capture” the required
250 or so parts as scaleable dxf ﬁles, and then pursue
even more learning of the laser control software? Its been
a fascinating and rewarding journey for me, but for many
reading I suspect it will be a few steps too far. For some of
you though…?

Rudder parts progress

CAD Software Options
So how to process images? It is certainly possible to
“trace” bitmap images, and other ﬁle types oﬀer scaleable
vector graphics. I haven’t exhausted all the options. I
have converted a bitmap image of a “My Little Pony” for a
jigsaw for my granddaughter. It worked very well and
quickly, but I wasn’t sure I could have adequate
dimensional control for the Mosquito parts. Apart from
historic CAD experience with AutoCAD etc, I had some
prior experience with a very capable free application
called DesignSpark Mechanical by RS. Its very diﬀerent
from AutoCAD but is great for creating 3D models.
However, it is in many ways overkill for ﬂat-ﬁle 2D images.
Crucially though, it does oﬀer key dimensional control and
great Bezier curve editing. It also oﬀers a really neat
method of building images from CSV text ﬁles. The
Mosquito has a steeply tapered wing in plan – but it also
turns out that it tapers at a diﬀerent rate in section depth,
being thinner at the tip than the chord reduction would
suggest. So simply scaling a true aerofoil outline to
diﬀerent chords would not give accurate results for all ribs.
Add to that the need for constant thickness sheeting to be
deducted, for ﬁxed size spars and so forth to be notched
out. As if that were not enough, Tony Nijhuis has a style
for trailing edges – blunt! A 3mm depth squared oﬀ trailing
edge from root to tip is used, yet any scaled aerofoil will
have a nice sharp point!

Self jigging elevator

A tiny Mossie wheel

The answer for me was to use a spreadsheet to create a
master aerofoil and to then process that based on each rib
chord, corrected for depth and with a bit trimmed oﬀ to give
the blunt TE. That took a little doing but the key was being
able to export the ﬁle in CSV format, add a few code
characters and a bit of formatting,and then load it into
DSM. Getting this to work was a high point of the August
Lockdown! In eﬀect it provides a way to programme
shapes into CAD. If all the above sounds like too much
eﬀort, then maybe its not for you – and you are right it was
a bit of eﬀort. In my case I was still waiting for the laser to
arrive and ﬁlled the 2 months (yes!) with a fair bit of scaling
of drawings and entering into DSM.

Laser Control Applications
All lasers need a controlling application – often using code
called GRBL. There is a free GRBL controller available
and its not rubbish. However, the best software I have
found is called Lightburn from Canada, and while not free
at about $70NZ, it is well worth buying and mastering. It
has quite a few drawing commands – but the important
aspects of precise dimensional entry are not as facile as
DSM so it’s a case of using the right tool at each stage.
Lightburn does the clever stuﬀ like laying out parts in a
cutting pattern and managing diﬀerent layer speeds, laser
power and number of passes, all in a very stable and
accessible platform.

Realistic Cutting Rates
In practice I have found that cutting eg 3.2mm balsa
requires from 4 to 6 passes at 25mm/sec and about 75%

of full power depending on balsa density. Its important to
balance speed and power, and I have added a little air
nozzle to clear the ash from the kerf, which speeds things
up by allowing the laser to penetrate fully. 3.2mm ply on
the other hand can require many more passes – perhaps
12-16 or more – and experimenting is required. But it will
cut very accurately, and at less than 0.5mm the cuts do not
need any oﬀsetting to ﬁt very satisfactorily. As long as the
design is correct! As for other materials, these are a
possibility. Caution is need though as several plastics will
give oﬀ toxic fumes. I have created a cabinet with a fan
and extract duct but in truth have not tried more exotic
materials as yet. One intriguing prospect is that of
anodised aluminium. A sample is provided and by all
accounts an “etched” image is achievable. Acrylic is also
a possibility. In time I will try mother of pearl and paua
shell for my guitar making inlays but that’s another story.

Progress and prospects
So where I have I reached? The attached images will give
a ﬂavour. I have the vertical stabiliser and rudder parts to
do (to avoid a solid sheet ﬁn) and some last nacelle pieces
to work out as they are on the missing drawing sheets, but
I am getting close to a full inventory of about 300 or so
parts to date, using a mix of balsa, liteply, birch ply and
indeed composites of the above. The ﬁrst ribs (tip and
next one in) were sent to the laser, with washout tabs
included, and after a cut of about 2.5 minutes there they
were. Laying them on top of the plan was balm – such a
good ﬁt, and very satisfying. And that is what this is really
all about. Acquiring new skills gets harder with age, and
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this was a big IT stretch for me. But the CAD and other
software were simply extensions to my engineering
foundations and in many ways have been something of a
logical extension from all those years ago at the old De
Havilland Training School. In fact some of what can be
achieved is in the realms of a new construction process of
its own. By incorporating tabs, slots and bases, parts can
be made to be self-jigging: constructed interlocking ﬂat
and true and the surplus bits trimmed later. Lightening
holes can be used with gay abandon if the balsa is a bit on
the dense side and stiﬀening ribs add very little weight
back but make for a very stiﬀ and buildable structure.

Future Versions?
Not content with this version, a scaled 81 inch or larger
model is an option. Or even a much smaller one, in the
style of the skeleton jigsaws that came out some decades
ago. A 1:72 scale static Mossie would be 9 inches wing
span. A little experiment has shown that convincing
wheels to match can be made up from several laminations
of 0.8mm and thicker balsa, each with a tiny axle hole, and
with the legend “Dunlop” engraved in an arc on the outer
lamination. The limitation is as usual the imagination!

Accuracy of available software and laser cutters are
perfectly acceptable – brilliant in fact!
Capturing outlines to cut from scratch is time consuming,
although satisfying. Small production runs would make a
lot more sense than one-oﬀs….
…but loading ﬁles and wood, monitoring progress and
keeping track of the parts takes time so be aware that “kit
production” is not trivial.
Safety: Lasers can be dangerous, both to the eyes and
via fumes given oﬀ. Wooden parts can catch ﬁre. Always
use the provided ﬁlter goggles, ideally use a ventilated
cabinet with coloured screen, and don’t leave long cuts
running without frequent checks. The Ortur has a ﬂame
detector but laser cutting is not a click and forget
operation.

At around $750, a diode laser may well be aﬀordable.

Faults and glitches: My laser occasionally starts but stalls
at the ﬁrst coordinate (often an engraved part number)
happily burning away, which requires a quick stop and reset. I suspect interference on the USB cable but am
tracking this down. Also, one day it set oﬀ the Flame
Detector repeatedly, but a reset has sorted that out and it
hasn’t repeated. It is possible for parts to be dislodged
after cutting and these can catch under the laser ﬁlter
shroud upsetting the cut.

5.5W of optical power output is adequate for balsa and ply
although patience is required.

I hope all this gives some of you the nudge you needed,
and the rest of you an interesting read!

Conclusions

Meeting of the Classics
Brian
Perriam

As a member of the Canterbury Jampot group and a
member of the Wigram Model Flyers I have an interest in
both classic aircraft and classic motorcycles. The
jampot M/C Club is the NZ and worldwide, AJS &
Matchless owners Register. I currently ride a 1949 AJS
500cc single.
Hence when I saw the advert for Jet-Scale & Sport, to be
held at Darﬁeld over labor weekend, I was keen to attend
and of course, what better reason to also organize a
classic bike ride.

between people who are restoring 1920,s AJS
motorbikes to original condition and those who build very
scale replicas of WW2 aircraft, was fascinating to see, as
they found they were all working towards common goals.
The Jet ﬂying display was fantastic and the intricacies of
a model jet engine and instillation was fascinating to all
mechanically minded people. To hear, ex-military pilots,
expression of awe, at observing their ﬁrst jet crank up for
many years, let alone the realism with which the model
planes sounded and preformed, was inspiring to see.

So on sat 23rd we gathered at the Yaldhurst Tavern car
park for the ride out. Unfortunately, due to the age of
some of our members and the odd mechanical failure,
there was only 3 classic bikes on the run and 3 groups
traveled by car.

On behalf of the Jampot Group I have been asked to
extend our sincere thanks to those organizing and
participating in the weekend’s ﬂying and their courtesy
for allowing the group to visit and chat.

Despite the growing N/E wind there was a wonderful
display of static and ﬂying models. The interaction

Similarly the classic bikes drew interest from ﬂyers
making it a very rewarding adventure for all.

Making a

P30
Introduction
Being somewhat lazy I tend to look for the simple and easy
way to do things. And as a result my P30 fuselages are
made from a rolled tube. Just one piece of wood instead of
many little pieces of wood to cut out, ﬁt and glue together, it
just makes sense. The straight part can be rolled around a
suitable former, for example a broom handle is a good ﬁt
for 3 inch wide balsa. But then at the back we need a
tapered tube for the tail boom to ﬁnish it oﬀ. This can be
fudged and made by hand ‘in the air’, but it goes much
nicer if you can have a proper tapered former to work on.

Glue up

This is easy to make and can be used many times, and the
results will amaze your friends.
To make the tapered form
First decide what dimensions you need for the boom...
Length, and the ID at the thick end and the thin end, then
add on 20mm at each end for wiggle room. My dimensions
are 270mm long, OD 22 to 11mm, but you choose what
you need. Materials required - some 9.5mm balsa, and
4mm K&S wire, 350 mm long. Cut 4 balsa strips 12mm
wide and make the edges square, then glue them around
the wire in the pattern shown. Use sandable wood glue
(not PVA), use a very thin smear of glue on both sides. Be
mean with the glue, you don’t want hard lines when you
come to carve it. When dry mark a circle on each end of
the size you want. Now take your razor plane and carve,
don’t rush it, take your time and check your progress often.
As you get closer to the ﬁnal tapered shape move to a long
sanding bar with 100 grit. To check for high points spin it in
battery drill and touch it gently to soft pencil that is ﬁxed.
Continue slowly until you are happy. Fine sand then ﬁnish
with a couple of coats of dope or sanding sealer.

Plane to shape

To make to the boom
To make to the boom, ﬁrst choose the wood. Balsa 1mm, A
grain, that is light and with even consistent grain and no
hard bits. Measure the circumference of the form by
wrapping with scrap sandpaper, and add on 5-8mm for
overlap, then cut to shape. With a sanding black taper the

Use of tapered former

thickness towards the rear by about 60%. Use digital
calipers to check. Taper sand the overlap on both edges.
Give the whole thing a coat of thin dope (50:50). Let it dry,
then light sand.
Now boil the jug, and soak the thing is hot
water for 5 minutes. Wrap it carefully
around the form and hold in place with
masking tape. Then wrap ﬁrmly with a
bandage. Let it dry for a
day, or in the oven at 70’C
for 30 minutes. Unwrap, do
any tidy up sanding and
glue with wood
glue. Give it
another coat of thin
dope and light
sand. The weight
can be 1 gram. If
the wood is very
light you may
choose to add two
round formers
inside.

Formers and booms

Rolled tailbooms

Fieseler 156 Storch
Dayle Montgomery

This is a Feisler ‘Storch’ based on March 1967 Aero
modeller plans by P.L Whittaker. It is 47” span. Weighs
24.45oz. Motor is an EMax CF2812/1534kV. ESC is a 12
amp HTIRC Hornet. Battery 500-800mAh. Prop 8x4
Master Airscrew S/2 and gives 20.2oz thrust equating to
96 watts/lb with a loading of 11.62 oz/ft2.
The aircraft is ﬁnished in German Air ambulance colours
during the 2nd World War. The serial markings are made
up.
An old friend of mine, Lawson Collinson from Stratford
always wanted to build a ‘Storch’ but became too ill so I
said i would build one for him. Sadly it took me about 25
years to get around to it, but now it is done. As you can
see, the markings are LC STR. The plane was maidened
by another old friend of Lawson, Dave Kilsby. It ﬂew “Oﬀ
the board” with only a small degree of up trim needed.

Starboard wing started.

Wing sheeting in place and ready to ﬁt slats and ailerons.

Stabiliser under construction.

Formers ready to set in jig

Formers set in jig

Fin and rudder under construction.

Fuselage just out of jig.

The oﬃce, very tight squeeze for the battery to go in.

Bare frame ready for covering.

Stabiliser slats and castoring tail wheel.

X.P. 3
Dayle Montgomery

It is called an XP-3, designed by Ben Shereshaw in 1937. I
found the plan on 250 Outerzone and enlarged it to 70”
(1780mm).
Centre pod during assembly, note 3 brass strips on inside of boom tube.

All the component parts cut out.

Booms prior to ﬁnal assembly, the three contacts on the boom make
contact with the strips on the centre pod when slid in place. Lightweight
model railway wiring goes down the booms to the servos ﬁtted inside the
tail unit.

Wing centre under construction, I have used 6mm pine dowel for the
leading edge.

Parts in ﬁnal assembly stage.

Rear view of the XP-3 showing how booms ﬁt in. The XP-3 has a span of
70”. Weighs 42oz. Power is a Turnigy D2836/1500kv outrunner with a 40a
ESC and a 9x5 three blade prop. Thrust is 1300 grams with 350 watts of
power on a 2200maH 3s Lipo. This gives about 130 watts/lb with a 12.1
oz/ft2 wing loading..

Some thought on cutting and lightening foam core wings
Barrie Russell.
Model Flying Hawkes Bay.

Sadly, once again our Editor Murray is desperate for copy so to
help I thought I’d share an area of my building experience. I hope
this is of interest.
For many years, I’ve pursued building wings with foam cores, a
simple, quick and eﬀective method of building an accurate wing
for an RC model using standard grade white polystyrene which
is about 12/14kg per cu metre or EPS foam at about 18kg/cu.m.
The latter EPS (blue foam) for thinner wings in powered
sailplanes and the like.
The quest is always to build lighter and stronger and more
recently have been lightening the cores by removing foam in a
honeycomb fashion. I copied the system developed locally by
Ewan Galloway using a pair of templates and a short hot wire
bow threaded through the holes. This is the roll Royce system
using CNC cut templates and ideal for mass productions,
however in my case of one oﬀ builds, the eﬀort of cutting and
making templates for each model became mind numbing. I did
it for my and Jayden’s pattern models, a great result but a lot of
work !
At right is Mike Shears and myself with Jayden’s F3A
patternship “Russtrix” which we built from a Galloway
Matrix fuselage and my honeycombed wings, tailplane
and rudder. With a DLE 35RA and Bolly carbon pipe came
in at under the 5kg and as a result has a sparkling
performance with a reliable petrol motor.
Moving forward to the Classic Pattern era, old but new and
what a blast, I thought I’d done with noisy, smelly, oily, glow
engines but the allure was still there. Again my approach
was to build the model as light as possible to enhance the
performance, honeycombing the wings and tailplane. This
has a two fold advantage, it reduces the weight of the core
and also lessens the amount and weight of glue used in
attaching the skins. On the subject of glue my preference
is PVA Aliphatic which bonds to the balsa and foam well
and as it dries loses a considerable amount of weight, as
opposed to the Epoxy and Polyurethane glues which are
heavier and retain all their weight. This time I tried a
quicker method using various sized hole saws to remove
foam whilst building my
Tiporare wing and tailplane
cores. Again successful
though not removing quite
as much foam as I would
have liked, and the down
side was having to clear the
hole saw after each plunge
and the mess! The ensuing
trail of white polystyrene
beads through the house
were deﬁnitely not
appreciated, how could I do
it better ?

Then the moment of synchronicity, an email from Barry
Lennox outlining his experiments making some hot wire
hole cutters using strips of stainless steel from windscreen
wiper blades and his home made grunty power supply.

The pictures below show my early experimenting and the
various sized and shaped cutting tools I ﬁnished up with.
Now it was time to test my wares. I have a spare set of
wing cores for the Tiger Tail classic Pattern model I’m
currently building, the original I honey-combed with my
hole saw, so this was a good chance for comparison.

Barry wrote;
Did some ﬁddling
yesterday on foam
cutters, the attached
pics show the results.
The advantage of these SS strips is their strength,
Nichrome wire gets a bit ﬂexible when hot. Firstly I
improved the attachment of the probe version. And
installed a much more "knife-like" strip. In one of pics you
can see a strip bent at a relatively shallow angle, that's
about as far as you can go, without it snapping in two. The
trick is to use your propane torch and heat it to red-heat,
then bend it as soon as possible, while still red. You can
see a much tighter bend there as well. You can also see a
bit of glass tubing near the handle end, it helps to keep the
probe as narrow as possible. Anyway it all works well now.
I also connected up the hole cutter you can see and it
works OK, but might need a bit more ﬁddling to get it right.
I used a hole saw once but it made such an unholy (har
har) mess I never used it again. . Your Power supply has
about the same capacity as mine, so it should be ﬁne.
Barry.
Well, all that got me thinking, the stainless strips did need
a lot of heat, and on the one I made the melt tended to be
excessive. A large distorted melt also occurred where the
vertical arms joined the cutting shape. Co-member Rob
Lockyer had given me a coil of 15 gauge nichrome wire left
over from a job, and I wondered if it was rigid enough to
make a free standing cutting tool. After a bit of
experimentation with various wire conﬁgurations, length
and heat (Volts x Amps =Watts), the results looked
promising. I bent the vertical arms so they joined the
circle/square from the centre so that any extra melt was in
the discarded piece of foam. A trip then to Rob’s workshop
to determine just how much heat I was using. The power
unit I’m using has an AC transformer with a light dimmer
switch all supplied by Barry L and wired up and cased by
Rob L. Being AC it needed some proper meterage and we
determined the best cutting temperature for the 200mm
overall length of the 15 gauge nichrome wire tool was
around 2.2 Volts at 8.3 amps. More volts increased the
heat resulting in a faster cut and a lot more melt which
defeats the purpose of a lightening hole as the melted
foam stays in the core around the edge of the hole.

Using the 40mm square and triangle probes, it was a very
quick and clean operation. Sure a little rough and random
at this stage, but practice and planning will improve that.
The weight saving which I wanted to demonstrate was
quite signiﬁcant. One half wing core weighed 134 grams,
the removed foam plugs totalled 44 grams and as you
would expect the honeycombed core ﬁnished at 90 grams.
That becomes a signiﬁcant weight saving over a whole
wing when you add in the saving in glue weight as well,
around 100 plus grams overall, that’s a quarter of a pound
in my language, very worthwhile in a 65 inch wing ! Add in
the saving on the tailplane and rudder and the result is my
book is signiﬁcant.

In summary, it all comes down to what suits you best, all
three systems above are successful according to your
time, eﬀort and needs. I guess I just like experimenting

and have to say I’m
pleased with the ﬁnal
result, it works for me.
With the beneﬁts
of lightening the
foam, my
Tiporare
.61 sized
classic
pattern has
a ﬂying weight of 6lb 2 oz and my current build of a Tiger
Tail build looks to be heading for a similar result.

I still cut my cores using a diﬀerential weighted bar system
and make the cutting templates from 4.5mm mdf lined
with a strip of thin lithoplate double sided taped to the
cutting surface. The clever more modern members use
CNC hot wire cutting machines which certainly give a high
class and accurate result, but I ﬁnd the above suits my
needs. It even managed to cut some 50+ cores for our
club Clubba project.
The pictures above right show the diﬀerential cutting
system on the end of my work table. The top bar holds the
pulleys to guild the draw strings from the lower weighted
bar at the various diﬀerential positions used in cutting
tapered cores. To cut a parallel core, both draw strings are
attached to the 100% hole.

The 2 photos above show the wing core blank set up with
the lower cutting templates and the hot wire bow. I hope
this is of some interest and may lure some of our newer
members into the joys of scratch building and working with
foam.
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Do you think there is someone in your club whose passion for the hobby has
inspired them to create something extra special? Now there is an opportunity
to have their achievements recognised at a national level. On behalf of the
family and friends of the late Rees Jones may we present the:

Rees Jones Award

For outstanding technical innovation and craftsmanship
in aeromodelling
For those not familiar with Rees he was a long-time member of the Whangarei MAC
and MFNZ who passed away in September 2018. Amongst his many
achievements and interests he found time to represent himself and NZ at National
and International Freeﬂight and Control Line competitions. His interest,
knowledge and participation however extended to ALL disciplines of the
Sport/hobby as well as static modelling and full size aircraft. Throughout
his life Rees also built up an extensive library and collection
of modelling paraphernalia which he would
generously share.

In memory of Rees, his knowledge, generosity and
passion for the hobby, an original pre WW2 Acme spark
ignition engine from Rees’ personal collection has been
incorporated as the centre feature of a magniﬁcent trophy
for this new award. An early example of aeromodelling
innovation in NZ, Acme engines were produced in
Christchurch and notably one was awarded at each
National Championship of the time. The trophy has been
constructed by master craftsman Kim Webby and will be
on display at next January’s Nats. From then Candidates
can be nominated for presentation at subsequent
Nationals. Today Acme engines are an extremely rare NZ
made model aero engine and this is a unique opportunity
to see one in circulation again, and perhaps be custodian
for 12 months.
Craftsmanship and innovation was something Rees really
appreciated and this is the chance for it to be recognised
particularly in this age when so much competition class
gear is purchased oﬀ the shelf. This award is not limited to
competition however, any notable achievement at any
participation level of our hobby will be eligible for
nomination. The winner each year to be announced and
awarded at the Nationals as a point of transfer.
This award is open to all types of aeromodelling, not just
the super scale model or highly technical achievement. It
could be for a successful sport model with a home-made

engine, a drone racer ﬂying their own outstanding gear or
someone building in innovative ways pioneering new
techniques or materials, etc.
So start thinking about a worthy recipient you know, put
together as much information as you can on what they
have achieved and they will be in the running to be the ﬁrst
custodian of this magniﬁcent trophy and bestowed with
national recognition of their eﬀorts.

Lipo Batteries
Allen James
When purchasing lipos they are typically shipped at
storage charge. It is recommended to cycle the battery at
least 5 times prior to using them in the helicopter. During
this process I set my charger to charge/discharge at 1C (1
x the battery capacity). This is breaking in the packs and
will extend the life of the battery. Lipos should be stored in
a storage case or bag. Many modelers use ammo cases
or a lipo safe bag. If an ammo case is used, remove the
rubber seal otherwise is could potentially become very
dangerous if a battery fails and has the potential for the
case to explode.

There are many debates about charging batteries in
parallel. It’s all good until it goes bad and then it’s very bad.
There are many instances where signiﬁcant damage has
been done to property due to lipo ﬁres. My
recommendation is not to parallel charge. This brings me
to charging and trying to get the most out of your packs.
Let’s face it, lipos are becoming more and more
expensive, so try and get the maximum life from the pack.
Always keep your batteries on storage charge whilst not in
use. Storage voltage is typically 3.85V per cell. Do not
leave your batteries unattended whilst charging! Its good
to have a smoke detector in the room where you’re
charging. Charging rates can be adjusted on the charger
with many lipo manufacturers indicating that the pack can
be charged up to 5C. I personally do not recommend more
than 3C and set my storage charge at 2C max. If you want

to maximise the life of your battery, do not discharge the
pack below 20%. It’s always handy to have a battery
checker - see image adjacent of a Hyperion EOS Sentry.
Battery C-rating
The C-rating for a LiPo battery, refers to the capacity of
energy the battery can safely discharge. This is
represented as a multiple of its overall capacity. A battery
that has a higher C-rating delivers more energy, and that
means higher performance. Note that there are some
b a t t e r y
manufacturer
s that show
very high Cratings, but
the reality can
be quite diﬀerent.
Purchase known
brands or speak with fellow pilots for the best battery
selection.Example calculation of battery shown:
6S 5200mah 70C indicates that the battery will be able to
deliver 70x5200mah (5.2A) = 364Amps.
So, what charger should be used for charging my
packs?
There are many chargers available on the market and this
becomes a personal choice for what you need, including
the size of packs you want to charge and charge speed.
Some chargers have the option for mains or battery power
supply. Typical chargers will cater for 1 - 8S and can have
50-500W or more capacity with 1 to 4 channels. Costs can
vary signiﬁcantly, but take your time in selection and invest
in a good charger. Cheap chargers typically will not
balance your batteries correctly and reduce the lifecycle of
the pack. Many modelers now build a charging case or
purchase a prebuilt charging setup — see examples
below.
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Image courtesy of Aled Jones

Image by Allen James

Charging at home vs at the club?
If you have adequate packs then charging at home is easier. There are now many
clubs that have facilities or even chargers at the ﬁeld. Many modellers also have
generators or deep cycle batteries for charging at the ﬁeld. For larger electric
helicopters it is now impractical to charge packs from your car. A 700 size helicopter
would typically use 2 x 6S 5000mah packs. Smaller chargers are now typically for
receiver packs for nitro helicopters or electric helicopters that don’t have a BEC
(battery eliminator circuit) for powering the electronics.

Examples of chargers for various chemistries and power levels.

Connectors
Long gone are the days of using dean plugs for helicopters. Modern helicopters have
a high current draw with motors up to several kW. Connectors need to be
appropriately sized or there is a risk of plugs desoldering mid-ﬂight. I speak from
experience on this. Below are examples of the diﬀerent types of connectors used. It’s
worthwhile seeing what other pilots have at your ﬂying club so that its possible to use
their charger if required. In order to minimise soldering, check to see the type of plugs
pre-installed on the batteries when purchasing.
Remember to perform pre-ﬂight checks on batteries as well as your model. Puﬀed batteries should not be used as there
is a high risk of failure. Disposing of batteries should be done safely. Fully discharge the packs and place in a bucket of
salt water for about a week. Do not puncture the pack. The gases from lipos are toxic and should not be inhaled.
Batteries with any damage should be used with caution or discharged and disposed of. Batteries should not be thrown in
the rubbish.

Day 1 (Friday 9th July 2021)

APPRENTICE

POWERED GLIDER
Nick Ward

Planned power train soldered up, run up and tested with
wa meter‐ approx. 70‐80 wa s max, similar to Cox 049
Plan downloaded off Outerzone website and taped
together.

David Boddington introduced this design as follows;
“An Apprentice , according to the dictionary, is a learner of
a craft. The model presented on this months free plan is
designed to help the modeller achieve just this, to learn the
craft of single channel radio control ﬂying. There is no
doubt that ﬂying single channel models is a craft and it is
something that has to be learnt through patience and a lot
of practice! The Apprentice will help you to become a fully
proﬁcient single channel pilot by virtue of its robust
structure and easy to operate features.”

Day 2 (Saturday 10th July 2021)

Having already built and ﬂown several DB designs over
the years, I chose to build one of these as a small powered
glider to compliment other small models in my ﬂeet such
as Sharkface (25”) and the Tinkerbell (31”) biplane, both of
which use 3 cell 800mAh battery packs, of which I have
three. For a 48” span glider, deliberately designed with a
motor on a pylon (Cox .020 or .049), these packs turning a
5x3” prop on an 1800kv motor develop 70-80watts,
perfect for some relaxing powered glider ﬂight.

Basic kit of wing parts made up – ribs, spars, LE, TE, dihedral braces

Day 3 (Sunday11th July 2021)

Assembling ﬁrst wing panel

With the mid-year school holidays upon me, although I
had committed myself to the 102” DB Centurion build this
year, I decided to set myself the goal of another “speed
build” ie start, ﬁnish and test ﬂy a complete model in the 2
week holiday period. This was to be part of another longer
term project to build up a ﬂeet of small models centred
around the afore-mentioned 3s 800mAh packs.
In the end, although the airframe was ﬁnished in just about
two weeks, the model didn’t get ﬁtted out or test ﬂown until
I had returned to school for a week, then another week
passed before I could ﬁnish this build log article after
adjustments were made and further test ﬂights carried out.
However, setting a ‘target’ such as this not only kept me
enthusiastically occupied in the building part of the hobby,
but ultimately also enhanced my existing ﬂying choices
with something ‘a little diﬀerent’.

Day 4 (Monday 12th July 2021)

Assembling second wing panel, followed by shear webs glued to main spars on inner
two bays.

Slots cut for dihedral braces, braces a ached and wing panels glued together,
propped to correct height at p. Le overnight to cure.

Day 5 (Tuesday 13th July 2021)

Tailplane made up – note, constant chord used for simplicity, unlike tapered chord of
original.

Day 7 (Thurday 15th July 2021)
Joined wing panels at start of day.

Pieces for pylon cut mainly from
scrap a er card template made;
6mm balsa core glued between
1.6mm ply sides.

Centre sec on shee ng added,
and extra scrap fairing pieces.

I always like to use
thin ply LE and TE
reinforcement to
protect the wings
from moun ng
rubber bands
cu ng in

Wing ps added.

Day 8 (Friday 16th July 2021)

Fuselage sides drawn out on 1/16 sheet. Note, 3mm balsa used to create typical DB
fuselage structure which is very strong for its weight – mine includes longerons, not
on plan. Fuselage sides made up, taking care to create one LH and one RH.

Pieces for pylon cut mainly from scrap a er card template made; 6mm balsa core
glued between 1.6mm ply sides.

Day 9 (Saturday 17th July 2021)

F1, F2, F3 added – note, former width approx. 21mm narrower than original to save
weight, as modern radio gear does not require same space

Nacelle carved/sanded to shape, pylon then glued to centre ribs of wing structure

Day 6 (Wednesday 14th July 2021)

Leading edge shee ng a ached, ﬁrst glued to spar, then curved down to Leading
edge. Slow‐drying PVA and plenty of pegs essen al here.

2nd fuselage side glued on, le overnight to cure

Day10 (Sunday 18th July 2021)

Day 14 (Thursday 22nd July 2021)

Fuselage ends brought together over centreline
drawn onto thick balsa sheet to avoid 'banana'.
Once set, lower fuselage 1/16” cross‐grain
shee ng added.

Elevator 'tab' cut from tailplane TE a er covering, and 1.6mm ply horn added.
Hinged using mylar 'furry' hinges and cyano glue.
I had decided to use some salvaged pushrod
'snakes' recycled from an old defunct airframe, so
these were now installed, followed by upper
fuselage cross‐grain shee ng.

Day11 (Monday 19th July 2021)

Nose block made from scrap block, forward 0.8mm ply belly shee ng added.

A er pain ng tailplane,
tailﬁn made up; this diﬀers
from plan by having
extended rudder rather
than just a rudder 'tab' cut into ﬁn as in the plan. Note slots cut in ﬁn to allow it to slot
neatly between two centre ribs of tailplane.

Fin glued into place and checked for squareness.

Day15 (Friday 23rd July 2021)

Hatch fastening screw holes drilled, hatch
made up from 0.8mm ply with balsa
s ﬀeners glued on. Sealed with dope and
painted. Corner cut out later for motor wires
to pass through. Black 'trim' added…
Rough carved nose glued in, dowel holes drilled, 4.5mm dowels test ﬁ ed, LE
retaining block glued, spruce hatch reinforcement added.

Days 11-13 (Monday-Wednesday 19th-21st July 2021)

Let the covering begin!! Sig Koverall for main wing, Dave Brown Skylo for tailplane,
heavyweight ssue for fuselage.

Snake outputs sanded ﬂush with sides before covering.

Lite ply rudder a ached with tape hinges as well as rudder horn from 1.6mm ply. Tail
assembly glued on with slow se ng epoxy, and checked for squareness with mark 1
eye‐ometer!

Day 16 (Saturday 24th July 2021)

Day 19 (Saturday 31st July 2021) – MAIDEN DAY
Unlike every other David Boddington model I had built
previously, this one initially turned out to be a bit of a
disappointment, as ﬁrst attempts to get the model to ﬂy
satisfactorily were unsuccessful. With all surfaces at
neutral position, the maiden required almost full up on the
elevator tab to maintain control and after just one rather
hair-raising ‘circuit’, the Apprentice was unceremoniously
‘dumped’ back on the paddock, the pilot relieved the
model was still in one piece.

A er inspec on, decided to reinforce rudder hinge line using Kevlar thread sewn
hinges at bo om to prevent rudder being ripped oﬀ in a 'tail strike'. I'd le oﬀ the
small underﬁn at this stage – it may have to be added in future if deemed necessary.

Some reﬂection forced me to acknowledge what this
design was originally intended for, ie an introduction to
powered single channel radio control. It was designed to
be trimmed with a series of test glides so it can ﬂy itself
with a minimum of interference from the operator. I clearly
needed to do a little more work before the next attempt at a
ﬂight test.

Day 17 (Sunday 25th July 2021)

I also had to consider the following before making too
many judgements about the design; I had changed the
rudder, extending it at the rear to allow a push rod/control
horn to be used, had added an elevator tab to one side of
the tailplane, utilized two push/pull snakes behind the
wing, and I had used a constant chord tailplane rather than
the original tapered one to simplify construction.
C o n t r o l i n sta l l a o n ; s n a ke
pushrods inserted, then cut to
length once recycled Parkzone
s e r v o s g l u e d /s c r e w e d i n t o
posi on. Front compartment
ba ery/rx spruce bearers glued in
a er pre‐drilling

Day18 (Tuesday 27th July 2021)

This all meant weight had been added to the rear, but
because of the moment arm, even more weight was
required in the nose to get the CG under the main spar.
About 60grams of lead were initially incorporated, but the
model deﬁnitely ﬂew as if nose heavy. Some lead was
taken out and the leading edge incidence increased which
suddenly improved things, although the elevator still had
to be tweaked more than once to get the glide to be
acceptable ‘hands oﬀ’.
The second test ﬂight was an improvement, using
temporary packing under the leading edge, raising it about
3mm. The removal of lead had pushed the CG back to the
dihedral joiner (about 3mm rearward) so was still
acceptable and also had the beneﬁt of reducing the wing
loading to well under 10oz/sq.ft so the power oﬀ glide
seemed slower.
After three separate launches/landings, the glider was
returned to the workshop to make necessary adjustments
before further test-ﬂying.

Ba ery plate made
f r o m 1 . 6 m m p l y.
Velcro straps
epoxied top and
bo om to wrap
a r o u n d b a e r y.
Plate screwed into
posi on then tested
with ba ery/Rx/ESC
– proved to be a very
snug ﬁt… . No cooling
holes at this stage.
Appren ce ready
from test ﬂights and
trimming.

Day 20 (Saturday 7th August 2021) – FURTHER
FLIGHT TESTING
With all three battery packs fully charged and weather
almost perfect (ie less wind than the previous week’s
maiden attempts) the model was test glided in the
paddock behind our house, and I was very pleased to ﬁnd
a big improvement. After slight adjustment on the elevator
tab, the motor was switched on and the model launched
into the very slight easterly breeze. It immediately climbed
steadily straight ahead with almost no rudder correction,
the motor being switched oﬀ at an estimated 300 feet or so
to watch the glide.
A typical David Boddington Glider design, the Apprentice
is no lightweight in terms of wing loading, so the glide is

faster than your average thermal soarer, but then, that
wasn’t the point of the original, was it; powered glider
‘trainers’ are built to withstand the abuse a beginner will
inevitably bestow on them.
I was able to enjoy three good ﬂights, each following a
similar pattern - powered climb to altitude, motor oﬀ to
soar a couple of times across the light easterly breeze,
downwind ‘fast glide’ leg of the ‘circuit’, gradual turn into
the wind with judicious use of rudder remembering the
elevator is little more than a ‘tab’ so tight turns are NOT
recommended to prevent tip stalling (down to 5 or so
metres altitude here, close to pilot), then power on again
for the next go.
I experimented with how many of the above ‘cycles’ I could
complete with each of the three batteries, until I had ﬂight
lengths of 8 minutes (36% battery capacity remaining), 7.5
mins (47%) and 10 mins(30%). On the last ﬂight I
completed at least 6 power climbs, so the model has been
proved to be good for 8-10minute sorties with the 800mAh
3-cell Turnigy packs. The 10Amp ESC got a little warm,
but nothing to write home about, despite there being no
ventilation at present (I may well cut a hole in the hatch
and an exit one in the ply belly plate in future just to be
safe). Satisﬁed with the test, here are the ‘stats’ for the
Apprentice after this second lot of tests;

The real fun (and skill!!) in ﬂying this model is that it is not
particularly manoeuvrable, having been designed as an
introduction to single channel rudder only ﬂying. Despite
its construction having been prompted by my desire to
build a ﬂeet of smaller ‘backyard ﬂyers’, this is one I would
probably only use in an open paddock, as one must think
ahead considerably to keep the model ﬂying smoothly and
avoiding potential obstacles on the ground during
landings. It is deﬁnitely not agile enough (like my
Sharkface and DB Tinkerbell models) to ﬂy easily inside
the conﬁnes of our 1 acre property.
The hands oﬀ glide is (now) very good, but don’t expect an
immediate response if gusts of wind upset the model’s
attitude. The elevator tab is a useful addition to ‘assist’
turns and ﬂaring for landing, but is limited in its eﬀect
because of its small size. Also, being on one side of the
tailplane only, it can produce a slightly quirky ‘roll to the
left’ eﬀect if held on too long, but one could argue that
‘quirk’ is just part of the fun; if you want a super agile glider,
this is not it! (That said, I may add another similar sized
elevator tab to the other side if I can ﬁgure out how to
connect them without too many changes…).
So my small model ﬂeet centred around the 800mAh 3s
battery size is growing.

Final Specs.
Wingspan – 48”
Chord – 5.875”
Eﬀective wing area total including lifting tailplane =
322.5sq.ins.
AUW 19oz
Wing Loading – 8.49oz/sq.ft.
Controls – 3-ch, Rud/Elev/Thro.
Servos – recycled Parkzone, 1 of PKZ1060, 1 of
DSV130M
Battery – Turnigy 800mAh 3cell
Motor – Racerstar 2212-1800kv, 5x3” prop (set-up
produces 70w-ish)
ESC, Turnigy Plush 10Amp
RX – Spectrum Ar410
In summary, although it took a little extra
work, I’m pleased with the result, as it does
give a rather diﬀerent ﬂying experience from
Sharkface or Tinkerbell.
My aim is to ultimately have a choice of what
to ﬂy from a ﬂeet of 5 or 6 of these small
models that utilize (and therefore maximize
the initial the cost of) the same battery packs.
Next up will be one from a 4-channel aerobat,
a mini ‘Warbird’ or a vintage design – I haven’t
decided which, yet, because my big 102” DB
Centurion build is beckoning for some more
attention ﬁrst!
Hope you enjoyed watching.
Nick Ward

A line up of Teletrol units from single channel to the last set made

TELETROL
Bob Wilson
A

T R I B U T E
By Rene Redmond

It is with sadness that I advise the passing of Bob Wilson
“Mr Teletrol” on Monday July 12th 2021 in Auckland after a
short illness at the age of 81.
Those not so young amongst us will fondly remember this
soft-spoken calm mannered man who during the late 60’s
thru early 80’s manufactured a host of RC equipment here
in NZ.
Ranging from push button bang/bang style single channel
sets thru to truly unique 4 & 6ch proportional radios, later
models of which used hall eﬀect pot less gimbals
(designed and hand built by Bob) which were
revolutionary and decades ahead of their time.
Think your new Taranis with hall eﬀect gimbals is new
tech… well think again as it all happened here in NZ over
40 years ago!
Bob was ﬁrst exposed to model aircraft in the late 1940’s
where, as a 7-year-old he would walk a kilometre or so
across paddocks from his home in Mt Roskill to watch the
members of the Auckland MAC ﬂy large free ﬂight models.
This created a real interest in model aeroplane ﬂying for a
young Bob and about the same time his parents bought
him his ﬁrst crystal radio set (Boomers will remember
these well).
Bob had this hooked up to a WW2 headphone set and
found by touching the ﬁne piece of wire of the “cat’s
whisker” diode across diﬀerent parts of this early
germanium semiconductor he could improve the signal to
increase reception, and this sparked his interest in
electronics, the seed was planted.

TELETROL

Bob joined Auckland MAC in the mid 50’s and was very
active and competitive in free ﬂight and control line with his
good friends from Auckland Grammar John Winn and
Peter Levet.
In later years he was an active RC pilot concentrating
largely on pylon representing NZ at the 1980 TransTasman in Geelong Australia. Bob also supported a
popular 50 lap pylon series and dabbled in a little pattern
as well.
But I digress…after completing a university engineering
degree he had developed enough knowledge to start
manufacturing electronic equipment in the back bedroom
of the family home!
A chap named Ralf Stevenson who had tried developing
his own RC set had some metal cases, stick units and
servo parts laying around which Bob bought, these were
to form the foundation of his early proportional sets.
Having not had any real exposure to reed sets Bob
embraced the newly (late 60’s) invented multi-channel
proportional equipment developed by some clever
modellers working at JPL (jet propulsion lab) part of
NASA in the USA. Interestingly this was under the
watchful gaze on one William Pickering a kiwi who was
then Director at JPL!
Bob luckily also had some useful interaction with the late
great Les Wright another legend in early N Z
manufactured RC equipment. In fact, the inﬂuence was so
great Bob based his ﬁrst sets on a transistorised version of
the Wright valve set which proved most successful.
The ﬁrst proportional sets Bob built used the Ralf
Stevenson boxes and stick units (does anyone have one
of these?) which proved way too big for the discrete
transistor technology of the day. Bob quickly decided to
have his own Tx cases made that were smaller than other

brands and became distinctive with their readily
identiﬁable blue ﬁnish.
Bob’s philosophy was to keep things simple and therefore
potentially smaller, he loved inventing new concepts and
production ideas.
Supported by the ever helpful and encouraging Len Perry
founder of Airsail (and creator of the name Teletrol) who
became in eﬀect a de facto agent for Bob helping to get his
ﬁrst sets literally oﬀ the ground.
During the 70’s and into the early 80’s the Teletrol brand
became widely known as a reasonably priced reliable NZ
made RC system with local back-up and support and
became very popular with many local modellers.

Bob and I at his factory April 2019

Jeremy Madley who worked for Bob in the mid 70’s recalls
in conjunction with RC sets he also designed and
manufactured an electric fence unit that likely rivalled the
Gallager unit at that time. These were distributed through
local farm supply companies and sold well.
Bob never kept record of how many radio sets were built
and sold however he believed it to be a thousand or more
… no mean feat!
In the early 80’s however Bob realised that trying to
manufacture radios put him on an uneven footing versus
importing foreign built set. Components to build his sets
were heavily taxed whilst a complete ready built foreign
set was not!
JR or Japan Remote was emerging as a power to match
the industry giants Futaba and Kraft so Bob secured the
NZ agency and started importing JR radios. That move
marked the introduction of JR to NZ modellers and
somewhat of an end to Teletrol manufacture.
By 1984 Bob had passed on the JR agency to Airsail,
made his last hall eﬀect gimballed Tx, faded from the ﬂying
scene and proceeded to engulfed himself in injection
moulding technology which he really enjoyed the
challenges of both mechanical and electronics wise well
suited to his inquisitive and inventive mind.
When I caught up with Bob in mid-2019 he was still busy
inventing new equipment a self-stacking conveyor belt
was all but completed to support his injection moulding
literally “one man band” production line, pumping out
seedling pots in their 10’s of 1000’s for a well-known plant
shop franchise.
For me personally I was lucky enough to live a short
pushbike ride from Bob’s house in Hadﬁeld St Beach
Haven during the late 60’s early 70’s. I recall a few
occasions after a “heavy” arrival of my Skinny B or Taurus
where a mad dash to Bob’s with a munched Rx would
result in a quick repair so I could ﬂy again the next day.
I’m convinced that after the odd bad arrival the Rx that
came back from repair was “repaired” to new condition for
a couple of dollars such was Bob’s generosity and helpful
nature.

My ﬁrst JR radio circa early 1981

Being a young fella, I was always a bit in awe of Bob and
what he did and always wondered if he got annoyed with
my constant repair visits when I was a teenager!
Catching up with Bob 50 years later I got the chance to ask
the question to which the reply was “probably…but you
were keen I liked that”.
As an aside Bob revealed he somewhat disliked having to
do repairs and would far prefer to be developing or
inventing something new hence the reason repairs got
somewhat slow at times.
Ever the gentleman Bob gave up a day at his
factory/workshop/home tucked away in an industrial
estate in Point England to talk with me about how the
Teletrol story came to be.
I will save the ﬁner details of this for another time but it’s fair
to say Bob Wilson was a man technically way ahead of his
time, innovative and without doubt a legendary part of NZ
modelling history.
Bob is survived by his son Justin and daughter Helen.

The 74th National Aeromodelling
Championships
Carterton 2nd Jan - 7th Jan 2022

The Nationals are on in Clareville again. This venue provides all the facilities we need to run the
Nationals, and its as central NZ as it gets. Get in your car, and drive. See the sights on the way !! Is
it really that far ?
Accommodation through Air B&B and Book A Bach throughout the Wairarapa available for those
not wanting to camp. Or rough it in a fancy Motel complete with Aircon. For the seasoned nats
goers that want to stay close to the action, powered and unpowered campsites are at the Show
Grounds as usual. Dust of the Nats tent, hitch the caravan, fuel up the RV, and get on the road.
Make sure you get your accommodation sorted early, it was at a premium last year due to the
current climate.

Free Flight
Control line
Vintage
Soaring
Scale
Aerobatics
Pylon
Heli Fun Fly

FPV Wings & Multi rotor
Indoor Flying
Special days away from all
this exciting flying for the
Ladies
SIG run Barbeques
Final Prize Giving and
Banquet Dinner !!
Plus other social events
arranged by this years Nats
Guys, Bogan and Rowdy …

NATIONALS MANAGERS
Kevin Botherway “Rowdy” 027 557 0470
rowdy01@xtra.co.nz
Frazer Briggs “Bogan” 021 288 9455
frazer@pbgrc.co.nz

ALL ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

For all the Nationals Covid 19 information
and requirements please see page 6
www.modelﬂyingnz.org

Vintage
SIG
With the lockdown in full swing,
vintage activity has been
somewhat curtailed. At least we
had one breath of fresh air with
this report from Stewart Cox. In
fact too much fresh
air on the ﬁrst
attempt and rescheduled as
below.

Levin Vintage
John Selby Memorial Vintage Event,
9 October 2021
Stew Cox
With the region in Level 2, we were very lucky to be able to
ﬂy this event, albeit needing to postpone from the original
late September date due to a combination of bad weather
and cattle getting in and damaging the strip. The BBQ was
the only COVID casualty. Thanks to Joe and Ivan of the
Levin Club for the rolling and mowing of the strip that was
excellent for the event and appreciated by all.

Top:
Terry Beaumont
(Kapiti) points his RC1
to the thermals.
Above:
Terry readies the Rc1
ably assisted by Ross
Brinsley (Hawkes Bay)

The attraction of Vintage events like this is a combination
of getting together with others who enjoy building and
ﬂying the beautiful models of a bygone era along with fun
from low key challenges such as the Precision event.
There is such a huge variety of model designs to choose
from the heyday of model aviation around the world. For
those that build, models are fast to construct, shaping and
sanding balsa appeals more than extracting carbon
splinters from one’s ﬁngers and these models have the
same appeal that attracted many of us to our sport/hobby
in the ﬁrst place. The models look great in the air, ﬂy well,
are large and slow enough to be easy to see and keep up
with and for those interested in duration events, thermal
well due to their design and loading.
There was a good turnout considering we were not long
out of lockdown with ﬁve clubs represented by 13
attendees including two from the Hawkes Bay. Not
everyone ﬂew competition ﬂights. Quite a bit of Vintage
sport ﬂying was done with a variety of models ﬂown that
weren’t ﬂown in the competition, very much in the spirit of
the Levin Vintage meetings.
Most ﬂew the popular RC Vintage Precision event, a
seemingly simple task of 3 mins from an engine run of up
to 60 seconds with bonus points for spot landing. While not
a problem for ﬂying, the wind on the day was suﬃcient to
make judging the spot landing a signiﬁcant challenge that
found all of us wanting at some stage. One ﬂier ﬁnally
managed the spot on his third ﬂight and his entry under

Top:
John Ellison (Kapiti)
with his immaculate
KeilKraft Eaglet scaled
up 3 times .
Right:
Barry Hall (Wellington)
with his new 1938
Cavu.

Spot in the score sheet saying “YES!!!” summed up the
achievement. Most who missed the spot came up short,
well short in many cases. Reasons for this were normally
due to not keeping up airspeed into the wind, sometimes
caused by mushy downwind turns from not keeping up
downwind airspeed although turning too far downwind of
the spot was also common. Lots of basic skills keep us on
our toes even at our age and experience.
RC IC Vintage Duration involves a limited engine run (20
seconds for most engine types) followed by a glide with a
total target time of 4 minutes. Extra
points are achieved through landing on
the spot which adds to the challenge.
The Duration event was ﬂown by three
of us mid-afternoon with strong thermal
activity developing at height although
only marginal assistance lower,
enough to extend ﬂights but not
maintain height or climb away. Terry
Beaumont showed the way here winning with his brand
new stunning Lanzo RC1 ﬁnishing with a very big thermal
ﬂight.
There were three brand new models since the last Levin
event, all demonstrating the wonderful variety of Vintage
designs and all exceptionally well built. Terry Beaumont’s
7 foot RC1 looked magniﬁcent and dare I say, much nicer
than it looks on a 2D plan. It’s a real ﬂoater which thermals
well. John Ellison had the maiden ﬂight of his scaled three
times Keilkraft Eaglet and put in several trimming ﬂights.
Another construction masterpiece by John which ﬂies
well. Barry Hall sorted out some electrical teething issues
with his new Cavu 38 which ﬂies very well and turns on a
ﬁve cent piece (or should that be a sixpence in Vintage
speak).
There are three events like this held at Levin each year
and others held elsewhere in the country. Look out for the
event dates advertised in this MFW column or if keen to

Top to bottom:
Bryan Treloar (Ashhurst) with
his 1936 Red Zephyr - weather
improved through the day as
forecast.
Trevor Glogau (Wellington)
honing in on the spot with his
large 1949 KeilKraft Falcon.
Wayne Elley (Kapiti) ﬂew his
beautiful 1936 Miss America.
John Miller (Kapiti) powers up
his 1940 Buzzard Bombshell
with clubmate Noel Fisher
timing.
Immediate left:
Stu Hubbard (Ashhurst) had
fun sports ﬂying his Quaker
Flash

know more, send an email to Bernard Scott
scott.scott@xtra.co.nz and ask to be added to the
AVANZ News email list. This excellent NZ
publication is free, jammed packed with build
articles, plans and information about current
Vintage activities and comes out six times per

annum. Back issues can also be found on the Vintage
SIG page at MFNZ - Model Flying NZ SIGs - Vintage

Results
RC Vintage Precision
1. Stew Cox
Wellington
2. John Miller
Kapiti
3. Barry Hall
Wellington
4. Wayne Elley Kapiti
5. Terry Beaumont Kapiti
6. Trevor Glogau Wellington
7. Bryan Treloar Ashhurst
8. Ian Crosland Kapiti
RC IC Vintage Duration
1. Terry Beaumont Kapiti
2. Stew Cox
Wellington
3. Wayne Elley Kapiti

Brooklyn Dodger 1942
Buzzard Bombshell 1940
Cavu 38 1938
Miss America 1936
Mercury 1939
Falcon 1949
Red Zephyr 1936
Mercury 1939

586
572
568
567
559
547
533
530

RC1 1934
Brooklyn Dodger 1942
Miss America 1936 182

619
595

Notes from recent Committee decisions;
Don Mossop, Chairman of the Vintage SIG Committee
reports;
The Vintage SIG Committee believes that our current
rules need to become simpler and have fewer classes. To
encourage more competitors in each class, and to
become more attractive to newcomers to Vintage ﬂying,
the Committee has recommended that we reduce the
number of classes we presently ﬂy by four by combining
Vintage and Classical classes in each of IC Duration, E
Duration, E Texaco and ½ E Texaco. Further, it is
recommended that we simplify the rules by standardising
the following across classes, except Precision, by
allowing designs to the end of 1975, adding landing
bonuses, and removing age bonuses from designs after
the end of 1950.
This proposal and voting form were sent out to the Vintage
ﬂying community in mid-Oct. Voting results will be
published in the ﬁrst edition of MFW next year.
Irrespective of the voting results any changes will not take
place until after the 2022 Nationals and Council
ratiﬁcation.
It has also become evident that the way in which CDs
have previously calculated ﬂight scores has been
inconsistent in the application of age bonuses. There is
some ambiguity in the current wording of the rules when
age bonuses are to be applied. This will be addressed by a
minor rewrite to clarify this section of the rules.
The following is the proposal sent out to interested parties
and the SIG membership.
MFNZ Vintage SIG; Combining RC Vintage and
Classical Classes: Proposal and Voting Form
Rationale;
The Vintage SIG Committee recommends major rules
changes that will strengthen competition ﬂying by
addressing the following two issues:
1. The current number of classes is too large relative to
the number of competition ﬂiers. This results in some
classes having insuﬃcient interest and support to
provide worthwhile competitions.
2. Variations of rules across the classes, together with
the large number of classes, makes the whole set of
rules appear to be quite complicated and daunting.
This situation can make it diﬃcult for ﬂiers to commit

to any particular classes. Other ﬂiers deal with the
matter by simply ignoring most of the classes.
Neither of these outcomes is healthy.
The Committee believes that our rules need to become
simpler and have fewer classes. Over time, it has
considered several alternative ways of achieving this.
For instance, the less popular classes could be deleted,
but this has the disadvantage of not addressing
complexity and it would also strand models already built
for these classes. Another suggestion has been deletion
of all Classical classes but this was rejected because
many ﬂiers enjoy ﬂying models built from designs in that
period. The Committee has chosen to recommend an
approach that will both reduce the number of classes and
deliver simpler rules. The recommendations:
1.

Reduce the number of classes by four by combining
the Vintage and Classical classes in each of: IC
Duration, E Duration, E Texaco, and 1/2E Texaco.
2. Make the rules much simpler by standardising the
following across classes except Precision:
• Choice of designs to the end of 1975.
• Landing bonus.
• Current age bonus scheme, with designs after
1951 receiving no age bonus.
It is anticipated that the combined eﬀects of simpler rules
and fewer classes will result in more entries in each class
and improved quality of competition.
(The Committee notes that SCT IC, SCT E, and Scale
Texaco are not included in this proposal because these
classes already combine Vintage and Classical.
However, minor rule changes in them will be proposed at
a later date to align them with the standardisations
proposed here for all other classes.)
If they are approved, the changes will come into eﬀect
immediately after the 2022 Nationals.
Speciﬁcation of rules changes
IC Duration
• Combine all rules that Vintage IC Duration and
Classical IC Duration have in common and
name the combined class IC Duration.
• Specify for IC Duration
o
design age range to end of 1975
o
age bonus and landing bonus both apply
o
maximum ﬂight time 300 seconds.
E Duration
• Combine all rules that Vintage E Duration and
Classical E Duration have in common and name
the combined class E Duration.
• Specify for E Duration
o
design age range to end of 1975
o
age bonus and landing bonus both apply.
E Texaco
• Combine all rules that Vintage E Texaco and
Classical E Texaco have in common and name
the combined class E Texaco.
• Specify for E Texaco
o
design age range to end of 1975
o
age bonus and landing bonus both apply.

1/2E Texaco
• Combine all rules that Vintage 1/2E Texaco and
Classical 1/2E Texaco have in common and name
the combined class 1/2E Texaco.
• Specify for 1/2E Texaco
o
design age range to end of 1975
o
age bonus and landing bonus both apply.
E Rubber Texaco
• Change name of Vintage E Rubber Texaco to E
Rubber Texaco.
• Specify design age range for E Rubber Texaco to
end of 1975.
• Retain all other rules.
Open Texaco
• Change name of Vintage Open Texaco to Open
Texaco.
• Specify design age range for Open Texaco to end
of 1975.
• Retain all other rules.
A Texaco
• Change name of Vintage A Texaco to A Texaco.
• Specify design age range for A Texaco to end of
1975.
• Retain all other rules.
1/2A Texaco
• Change name of Vintage 1/2A Texaco to 1/2A
Texaco.
• Specify design age range for 1/2A Texaco to end
of 1975.
• Retain all other rules.
Precision
• Change name of Vintage Precision to Precision.
• Conﬁrm design age range to end of 1951.
• Retain all other rules, conﬁrming that age bonus
applies.
Open Precision
• Change name of Classical Precision to Open
Precision.
• Specify design age range for Open Precision to
end of 1975.
• Retain all other rules, conﬁrming that age bonus
does not apply to Open Precision.
Barrie Russell, Vintage SIG Scribe. 2021.
Dave Crook has put his lockdown time to good use and
writes about his eﬀorts deep in the heart of the Waikato.
He writes;

Miss America 1936
This Vintage model has always appealed to me. I
purchased it while at the Warbirds over Awatoto event
from the Hanger One stand that they had set up there. I
guess this proves that it does pay for specialty retailers to
attend such events and promote not only themselves but
the hobby. The idea behind the purchase was not to have
it compete in any Vintage competitions but solely for the
purpose of cruising around the circuit and enjoying a lazy
day’s ﬂying. The Miss America also in my eyes was very
much on par with the size and dimensions of many ARF
Piper Cubs that are currently on the market, but at a
fraction of the price. A no brainer for me, especially as I
enjoy building.

The Miss America comes as a short kit, wingspan
84 inches or 2133 mm, whichever you prefer, and
was designed for a 35 – 45 two stroke engine.
My idea right from the get go was to equip it with
an electric motor and in this regard a fair bit of
redesign was required up the front end in order to
accomplish this feat. The construction of
everything south of the motor was per the plans.
The aircraft was initially designed for free ﬂight
but Gwyn Avenell has produced some additional drawings
to go with the kit for both elevator and rudder control.
Other than tarting up the wings and fuselage with a bit of
additional graphics I’m pleased to say it is now all
completed. So what drives this bad boy, or lady should I
say. The motor I have picked is an OS Motor, OMA 5025 –
375Kv. Having said this the motor was actually purchased
for another project a few years prior which never got oﬀ the
ground (no pun) so it was a case of “I had it, I better use it”.
These motors come with all the speciﬁcations you need to
make a wise choice regarding propeller sizes as all the
important ﬁgures like Watts, Amps, Thrust and RPM have
already been done for you.
Going back to the project that never got oﬀ the ground I
just happened to have a 15 x 8 prop available as well
which suits this motor nicely. So what have we got: First
oﬀ a 15 x 8 propeller attached to the abovementioned
motor which then connects to a Hobby Wing 60 A ESC. I
have decided that Miss America will run a separate
Receiver battery , 2S 1000 MAH for the three servos, One
rudder, Two on elevator. This size battery is what I also
have on my Lanzo Bomber Vintage aircraft and will last
pretty much all day.
Now this is where the fun starts. I originally intended to run
the motor on 4 cells but after running this battery size on
the Wattmeter it quickly became apparent this did not
produce nearly enough power to get Miss America ﬂying,
let alone take oﬀ. Let me explain. The all up ﬂying weight
of Miss America came out at 5 lb 12 ounces (92 ounces) or

2655 grams. Running the fully charged 4 cell battery at full
throttle only produced ﬁgures of 339 Watts at 21 Amps.
Dividing the maximum watts by the aircrafts weight
realised a ﬁgure of only 59 Watts per pound. Oh dear, not
nearly enough.
Now onto Plan B, let’s have a look at those motor
speciﬁcations once again. Ahhh, Should have read them
ﬁrst I guess. The motor is designed to run on 6 cells, not 4.
So I repeated the exercise using a fully charged 6 cell
battery. Now look at the diﬀerence. 947 Watts at 40 Amps.
Comparing this with the specs provided by OS, this was
almost identical, 963W at 39 Amps, 4.5 Kg of thrust at
8200 r.p.m. This now converts to around 165 Watts per
pound so with an aircraft weighing in at 2.6 Kg this will give
me more than enough power.
Now if I look further into the OS speciﬁcations I see that by
using a 16 x 10 propeller, this will produce 1411 Watts at
56 Amps, giving a thrust of 6.2 Kg at 7800 r.p.m. Even
better. Let’s just say I’m heading out to buy a 16 x 10
propeller the ﬁrst opportunity I get.
Regards, Dave.
Barrie here, I did remark to Dave that I’d never seen a
workshop bench so tidy, I have a hole in my workshop that
all manner of tools and screws etc disappear into, he
replied ….
“Barrie, I hope this helps. And yes I did
manage to ﬁnally clean up my benches once all the hard
work was done. Now ready for the next project……..”

I thought it would be a good idea to talk about a
simple ﬂight manoeuvre – the loop. I won’t call it
an aerobatic manoeuvre for fear of scaring
people away! And I am not taking about Hip-Hop
looping stations either.

The inside loop is performed by:
• starting from level controlled ﬂight
• increasing power to maximum and applying up
elevator in the amount that yields desired loop
radius (A)
• reducing the up elevator input to maintain loop
radius, and then soon after reducing power to
maintain constant speed (B)
• pulling back to level ﬂight and increasing power
while returning elevator to neutral (C)

how to
do a
loop
Before we Start
Firstly, be sure your plane is structurally sound, has a
reliable power plant, and of course a reliable radio link.
Like any ﬂight, the maneuver must be performed ‘out in
front’ of the pilot. One of the great skills is simply ﬂying up
and down a ﬂight line parallel to the runway at a
comfortable distance out from the pilot. This could be
anywhere between 60-150m out, depending on the plane.
Too close and you risk ﬂying overhead – which not only
puts you in a no-ﬂy zone but also brings the risk of
crashing. Too far away, and it is diﬃcult to see what
corrections the plane requires, and orientation may
become a problem. Pick a nice altitude as well. 50-60m
high works well. Any lower and the ground may decide to
grab your aircraft and any higher again orientation and
visibility may become an issue at the top of the maneuver.
Also start the loop when the model is directly out in front of
yourself – never with the model oﬀ to one side. This is not
only a good habit, but also means the plane ‘looks the
same’ each time you try the maneuver which gives
opportunity to ﬁgure out what is going wrong and how to
correct the maneuver every time you try one.

The inside Loop
Due to its simplicity, the inside loop is among the ﬁrst
maneuvers a pilot should master after learning to ﬂy and
can be performed with almost any radio controlled aircraft.
It is named after a 360 degree vertical circle with the pilot
on the inside. Simply applying power while pulling back on
the elevator stick will cause the aircraft to loop upward into
vertical ﬂight, continue into inverted ﬂight, continue into a
dive, and return to horizontal ﬂight – and the aircraft will
have performed an egg-shaped maneuver. A wellperformed inside loop takes a bit more ﬁnesse – but with
eﬀort can look like a perfect vertical circle with the same
entry and exit point, and constant speed.

You might also need to use aileron/rudder to keep the path
of the loop vertical.
Don't be fooled in to thinking that your plane will perform
the perfect loop the ﬁrst time you try. You will need to ﬂy
the plane round the loop, rather than just yank back on the
elevator and hope for the best! A perfect loop will be a
vertical circle with no sideways deviations.

Trimming
It was much more interesting to go out and do a loop
before thinking about the mundane task of trimming the
aircraft. But now that you have tried a loop and found that
it was not as easy as you though to perform something
recognising a circle, maybe it is time to trim the plane a bit.
You would be surprised how many times someone has
asked me to ﬂy their aircraft, and the ﬁrst thing I need to do
is spend a few passes simply trimming the plane for level
ﬂight. I can’t stress how important this is - before doing
anything else, trim the plane!
Once you have the plane trimmed for hands oﬀ level ﬂight
(at a cruise power setting)…. Hang on….. what do you
mean even that is not so easy? Yep – there is quite a bit
involved in just simply trimming the plane for level ﬂight.
Poor quality servos, bad linkages, sloppy hinges and
foam airframes simply do not allow a constant trim setting
pass after pass, ﬂight after ﬂight. Sometimes you can ﬁx

things up a bit, but sometimes your airframe simply won’t
allow a perfect trim – even just for level ﬂight. That is ok –
but good to understand that is not normal – and maybe
diﬀerent choices during the construction of your next
plane can have some improvements here.
Right, so get the trim for level ﬂight as close as you can.
That will make a huge improvement to your level of
enjoyment and ease of ﬂying. I bet you thought I was now
going to discuss all sorts of trimming ideas? But no – if you
can just get the plane trimmed for level ﬂight that is a good
start for now! If you would like to learn more – here is just
the book to have a read of:

Model Aircraft Precision Aerobatics – a guide for
beginners and improvers
(Peter Jenkins –
available on Amazon
for Kindle
as well as
paperbac
k – search
for
it
online)
Peter kindly sent
me a copy of his
book to review
and give some
feedback on. He
arranged for a
paperback copy to be
sent from Amazon in
the UK – shipping took
the expected 3-4
weeks – probably not
bad with all the current
disruptions. Peter has been
ﬂying model aircraft for many
years and competing in
aerobatic competitions for 10
years. He is currently ﬂying
F3A aerobatics in Great
Britain.
Precision aerobatics is a huge area to cover and I think
this book does a good job of covering the basics along
with some more advanced ideas. Peter talks about getting
started into aerobatics, some basic concepts like centre of
gravity and wind, and then moves on to discussions about
aircraft setup and trimming. Finally, there is good
information about ﬂying of the basic aerobatic
manoeuvres and information on getting started in
competition ﬂying.
After the introduction, Peter gets into discussion on
aircraft characteristics and basic trimming and setup. He
then gets into some basic loop and roll advice, along with
guidance on how to slowly improve these manoeuvres.
From here we logically progress to Immelmann turns and
split-s’s. The next chapter deals with the aerobatic box
and ﬂight line and he stresses the importance of ﬂying a
straight line at the appropriate distance out. I think a great

quote here is “The biggest diﬀerence in transitioning from
a club pilot to being able to ﬂy an aerobatic schedule is that
you will be able to ﬂy on a constant line and link aerobatic
manoeuvres together while maintaining that line”.
Straight entry and exit lines are then discussed, along with
ﬂying a high enough base line. Discussions then turn to
wind corrections required for loops both with a head wind
and crosswind. Having discussed some basic
manoeuvres, Peter then moves to a more in-depth
discussion on plane setup and trimming. This starts with
servo setup, cantering and control throws. What follows is
a more in depth
discussion on CG,
thrust line, lateral
balance, and all
that good stuﬀ!
The we return to the
manoeuvres
themselves – back
to more in depth
discussion on
loops, rolls, stall
turns, spins, etc.
T h e
l o o p
discussion gives
many hints to
keeping the model
track correct during
loops in diﬀerent
wind conditions.
Throttle use and
throttle curves are
also discussed. The section on rolling should get
you well underway with both fast and slow rolls.
Likewise, spins and stall turns are well covered.
Probably the most fun part of the book is the section on
practice routines. There are some nice suggestions for the
average club pilot to get out and ﬂy some simple
manoeuvres and simple routines. I like it! The BMFA
(British Model Flying Association) Clubman schedule is
well covered – that is worth a bit of a read and have a go
ﬂying it.
And if you are so inclined, there is a chapter with some
invaluable hints for starting out at your ﬁrst competition.
Overall, I think this is a good read for anyone interested in
trimming their plane a bit better and learning how to do
even some basic aerobatic manoeuvres. Certainly if you
are thinking of competition ﬂying, you want this book on
your bookshelf.
See you at the ﬁeld!
Andrew Palmer,
Aerobatics SIG Chairman
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From your Soaring SIG
The end of 2021 is almost upon us. We trust you have
been able to hang in there with the lockdowns and Covid
uncertainty. The next major event on the Soaring calendar
is the 74th National Champs – Covid restrictions
permitting.

Please check https://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs
/soaring.html and make sure you have the latest NZ
Soaring rulebook and 2022 Soaring calendar.
A set of Provisional Class Q - NZ F5K Rules are released
for NZ use. Listed as Provisional in the NZ Soaring
Rulebook.
Keep a lookout for details on the National Radian Month.
First one in December.

Upcoming events
Jan NDC
Jan NDC
Jan NDC
Jan 21st-23rd
Feb NDC
Feb NDC
Feb NDC
Feb NDC
Feb NDC
Feb 11th-13th
Feb 19th-20th
Feb 25th-27th

Event 400, A L E S 200 Class M
(Scoring per 3.13.7)
Event 401, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only
(total raw scores)
Event 402, ALES Radian Class P
NI Aerotow, Aorangi Rd, Hawkes Bay.
Event 403, Thermal A (Open)
Event 404, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Event 405, ALES 123 Class N
Event 406, X5J Unlimited Class O
Event 407, NZ F5K CLASS Q, 4 Rds,
Tasks A, B, C & E (Total Raw Scores)
SI Aerotow, Lake Station, St Arnaud
F3B Round 1 NI Series - Black Bridge,
Hawkes Bay
NI Aerotow, Aorangi Rd, Hawkes Bay.
(TBC)

Mar NDC

Event 408, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H only
(total raw scores)
Mar NDC
Event 409, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring
per 3.13.7)
Mar NDC
Event 410, ALES Radian Class P
Mar 3rd
Soarchamps - F3B - Black Bridge,
Hawkes Bay
Mar 4th
Soarchamps - F3J & ALES 200 - Black
Bridge, Hawkes Bay
Mar 5th
Soarchamps - F5J - Black Bridge,
Hawkes Bay
Mar 6th
Soarchamps - F3K & F5K - Black
Bridge, Hawkes Bay
Mar 3rd-6th
Soarchamps - ALES Radian, Day TBA Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
Mar 18th-20th
NI Aerotow, Aorangi Road, Hawkes Bay.
Mar 26th & 27th F3K Round 1 NI Series - Black Bridge,
Hawkes Bay
Apr NDC
Event 411, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Apr NDC
Event 412, ALES Radian Class P
Apr NDC
Event 413, FAI F5J, 4 Rds
(Total Raw Scores)
Apr 22nd-24th SI Aerotow, Omarama
May NDC
Event 414, Thermal D (F500)
May NDC
Event 415, Thermal B (10 min)
May NDC
Event 416, ALES 123 Class N
May NDC
Event 417, NZ F5K CLASS Q, 4 Rds,
Tasks A, B, C & E (Total Raw Scores)
May 7th & 8th
F3B Round 2 NI Series - Black Bridge,
Hawkes Bay
May 27th-29th NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Jun NDC
Event 418, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring
per 3.13.7)
Jun NDC
Event 419, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H only
(total raw scores)
June NDC
Event 420, ALES Radian Class P
Jun 4th & 5th
F3K Round 2 NI Series - (venue to be
conﬁrmed)
Jun 24th-26th
NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Jul NDC
Event 421, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Jul NDC
Event 422, Thermal A (Open)
Jul NDC
Event 423, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total
Raw Scores)
Jul NDC
Event 424, ALES 123 Class N
Jul 9th & 10th
F3B Round 3 NI Series - Black Bridge,
Hawkes Bay
Jul 22nd-24th
NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Aug NDC
Event 425, Thermal B (10 min)
Aug NDC
Event 426, X5J Unlimited Class O
Aug NDC
Event 427, NZ F5K CLASS Q, 4 Rds,
Tasks A, B, C & E (Total Raw Scores)
Aug 19th-21st
NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Aug 27th & 28th FAI F5J - Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
Sep NDC
Event 428, Thermal D (F500)

Sep NDC

Event 429, ALES 200 Class M
(Scoring per 3.13.7)
Sep NDC
Event 430, ALES Radian Class P
Sep NDC
Event 431, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
Sep 10th & 11th F3B R4 NI Series - Black Bridge,
Hawkes Bay
Sep 16th-18th
NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Rd.
October NDC
Event 432, ALES 123 Class N
October NDC
Event 433, ALES Radian Class P
October NDC
Event 434, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H only
(total raw scores)
Oct NDC
Event 435, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds
(Total Raw Scores)
Oct 14th-16th
NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
Oct 29th & 30th Southern Fling F3K & R3 NI series Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
Nov NDC
Event 436, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H only
(total raw scores)
Nov NDC
Event 437, ALES 200 Class M
(Scoring per 3.13.7)
Nov NDC
Event 438, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Nov 25th-27th
NI Aerotow, Matamata
Dec (date TBC) FAI F5J, Timaru or Christchurch.
Dec 9th-11th
NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Rd

NZ Soarchamps
The 2022 Soarchamps will be held in the sunny Hawkes
Bay. March 3rd thru to March 6th.
Contests will be F3B, F3J, ALES200, F5J, F3K, F5K and
ALES Radian. Always a fun time. Mark your calendar now.
Your Soaring SIG has a full and varied programme for you
all in January. The Nats begins with Thermal Duration FAI
F3J Glider on 3rd Jan followed by Multitask Soaring FAI
F3B on Jan 4th. Our electric events begin on 5th Jan with
Electric Thermal Duration FAI F5J, ALES 200 and ALES
Radian and concludes on the 6th with ALES 123 and the
new Electric RC Hand Launch Glider F5K ﬂown to our NZ
rules. On the ﬁnal day we ﬂy FAI F3K RC Hand Launch
Glider. As always, we look forward to great Soaring and
great camaraderie.

Remits
Remits 1 & 2 were ﬁrst published in June 2021. Remits 3 &
4 are new.
NZMAA FLYING RULES
Section 5: Soaring
REMIT 1: Delete CLASS I ﬂying rules from the rulebook SOAR-SIG (note - information in green, new text in Red
and deletions crossed out)
3.8

CLASS I: RC HAND LAUNCH GLIDER

3.8.1 General
a. Variations to Rule 1.2 (Soaring - General Deﬁnitions Model Characteristics) that apply only to RC HLGs are as
follows: Maximum wingspan: 1500mm Maximum weight:
600gm, Minimum nose radius: 5mm All rules for CLASS I
RC Hand Launch Glider was removed on (insert date).
Refer to the FAI Sporting Code Section 4 Aeromodelling

Volume F3 Radio control Soaring Model Aircraft rulebook
section 5.7. for competition rules and tasks for CLASS
F3K - RC HAND LAUNCH GLIDERS
Delete all other clauses in section 3.8
REMIT 2: Edit preface section to reduce text and insert a
new Section 0 (zero) for FAI NDC rules - SOAR-SIG
(note - information in green, new text Red and deletions
crossed out)
PREFACE
F3J - RC THERMAL DURATION GLIDERS
(other text remains unchanged)
F3B - RC MULTI-TASK GLIDERS
(other text remains unchanged)
F5B - RC ELECTRIC POWERED MOTOR GLIDERS
(other text remains unchanged)
F3F - RC SLOPE SOARING GLIDERS
For National Decentralised Contest Format (NDC) refer
to Section 0.1 Competitions at least 3 rounds should be
ﬂown with the best 3 to count towards the ﬁnal score.
F3K - RC HAND LAUNCH GLIDERS
a) All references to national teams, team managers etc.
do not apply.
b) For National Decentralised Contest Format (NDC)
refer to Section 0.2. Competitions, Fly tasks B, D, G & H
only. Total is sum of raw scores.
c) Tasks are from the FAI Sporting Code Section 4
Aeromodelling Volume F3 Radio control Soaring Model
Aircraft NOT NZ Class I.
F5J - R C E L E C T R I C P O W E R E D T H E R M A L
DURATION GLIDERS
a) All references to national teams, team managers etc.
do not apply
b) For National Decentralised Contest Format (NDC)
refer to Section 0.3.
b) A NDC contest will comprise 4 rounds.
c) Contest rules as per FAI Section 4 – Aeromodelling
Volume F5 Radio Control Electric Powered Model Aircraft
d) Disregard 5.5.11.12.m and score the sum of the Raw
Scores from the four rounds.
e) A 10:00 minute working time to start and stop the round
must be strictly and accurately enforced.
f) Scoring as per 5.5.11.12. - Flight time max is 10min (600
points) less recorded start height points as per 5.5.11.12.e
plus landing max of 50 as per 5.5.11.12.h. Note rules for
overtime penalties. No points if more than 75m from the
landing spot.
F5K - RC ELECTRIC POWERED HAND LAUNCH
GLIDERS
a) Currently ﬂown to New Zealand rules. Refer 3.16
CLASS Q.
b) For National Decentralised Contest Format (NDC)
refer to Section 3.16.37
Add a new section in the rulebook speciﬁcally for detailing
rules for NDC FAI events where tasks or rules are a
portion or variation to the FAI rulebook - SOAR-SIG (note
- all new section with some of the text transferred from the

old Preface page in black, new text Red and deletions
crossed out)
0.0 NDC Rules for FAI Events
0.1 F3F - RC SLOPE SOARING GLIDERS
a). In competitions at least 3 rounds should be ﬂown with
the best 3 to count towards the ﬁnal score.
0.2 F3K - RC HAND LAUNCH GLIDERS
a) All references to national teams, team managers etc. do
not apply.
b) Fly tasks B, D, G & H only. Total is sum of raw scores.
c) Tasks are from the FAI Sporting Code Section 4
Aeromodelling Volume F3 Radio control Soaring Model
Aircraft and in 0.2.1 below.
0.2.1 FAI F3K NDC Tasks:
a). Task B (Next to last and last ﬂight) (FAI Rulebook
5.7.11.2.)
Each competitor has an unlimited number of ﬂights, but
only the next to last and the last ﬂight will be scored.
Maximum time per ﬂight is 240 seconds for 10 minutes
working time. If the number of competitors is large, the
maximum ﬂight time may be reduced to 180 seconds and
7 minutes working time.
Example: 1st ﬂight 65 s
2nd ﬂight 45 s
3rd ﬂight 55 s
4th ﬂight 85 s
Total score: 55 s + 85 s = 140 s
b). Task D (Two ﬂights) (FAI Rulebook 5.7.11.4.)
Each competitor has two (2) ﬂights. These two ﬂights will
be added together. The maximum accounted single ﬂight
time is 300 seconds. Working time is 10 minutes.
c). Task G (Five longest ﬂights) (FAI Rulebook 5.7.11.7.)
Each competitor has an unlimited number of ﬂights. Only
the best ﬁve ﬂights will be added together. The maximum
accounted single ﬂight time is 120 seconds.
Working time is 10 minutes.
d). Task H (One, two, three and four minute target ﬂight
times, any order) (FAI Rulebook 5.7.11.8.)
During the working time, each competitor has an unlimited
number of ﬂights. The pilot has to achieve four ﬂights each
of diﬀerent target ﬂight times duration.
The target ﬂight times are 60, 120, 180 and 240 seconds in
any order. Thus the competitor’s four longest ﬂights ﬂown
in the working time are assigned to the four target ﬂight
times, so that his/her longest ﬂight is assigned to the 240
seconds target ﬂight time, his/her 2nd longest ﬂight to the
180 seconds target ﬂight time, his/her 3rd longest ﬂight to
the 120 seconds target ﬂight time and his/her 4th longest
ﬂight to the 60 seconds target ﬂight time. Only the ﬂight
time up to the target ﬂight time is taken into account for
scoring.
Working time is 10 minutes.
Example: Flight time Scored time
1st ﬂight 63 s = 60 s
2nd ﬂight 239 s = 239 s
3rd ﬂight 182 s = 180 s
4th ﬂight 90 s = 90 s
Total score of this task would be 60 s + 239 s + 180 s + 90 s
= 569 s

0.3 F5J - RC ELECTRIC POWERED THERMAL
DURATION GLIDERS
a) All references to national teams, team managers etc. do
not apply
b) A NDC contest will comprise 4 rounds.
c) Contest rules as per FAI Section 4 – Aeromodelling
Volume F5 Radio Control Electric Powered Model Aircraft
d) Disregard 5.5.11.12.m and score the sum of the Raw
Scores from the four rounds.
e) A 10:00 minute working time to start and stop the round
must be (added bold underline) strictly and accurately
enforced.
f) Scoring as per 5.5.11.12. - Flight time max is 10min (600
points) less recorded start height points as per 5.5.11.12.e
plus landing max of 50 as per 5.5.11.12.h.
g) Note there are rules for overtime penalties.
h) Note there are Nno points if landing more than 75m
from the landing spot.
REMIT 3: Edit all points from 13.16.xx to 3.16.xx. Add
separate NDC section rather than just the header to
CLASS Q – NZ F5K PROVISIONAL rules - SOAR-SIG
(note - information in green, new text Red and deletions
crossed out)
13.16 CLASS Q: NZ F5K (Hand Launch Electric Glider) PROVISIONAL
For NDC the ﬁrst 4 tasks will be used.
3.16.37 National Decentralised Contest Format (NDC)
(a) An NDC contest will comprise 4 rounds.
(b) Contest rules as per 3.16 except scoring as per
3.16.37.c below
(c) For NDC only, TASKS A, B C & E are to be ﬂown with
scoring being the sum of the rounds RAW Scores only. Do
NOT Normalize scores.
(d) Timing to be to 1/10th of a second. (One decimal place
e.g. 59.8sec)
REMIT 4: Edit CLASS P – ALES RADIAN rules – Dave
Ackery
(note - information in green, new text Red and deletions
crossed out)
NZ has a class for 2m towline gliders but now that most
Soaring activity now moving to e - power there is a gap for
2M e-gliders. It does not make much sense to create a
new class for this, a better option is expanding the scope
of the Radian event to allow a wider range of models.
There are many other designs comparable to the Radian
that can be included.
Old 7x7 models from the days of ferrite motors and
Nicad batteries
Self-built models
Local laser cut kits, such as the Miles 2M.
The new wave of 2-meter RES models. Typically,
there are available as laser cut kits with some
carbon tube parts, (like the Radian). These are a
very popular low-cost options around the world,
there are many of these to choose from.
Contest ﬂying has shown that a Radian is not any way
outclassed by any of these designs and would not be
made redundant. In my club I know of 4 existing such 2m

RC SCALE

SIG

RC Scale at the Nationals:
As I write this, there is still a lot of uncertainty regarding
how the country will function over the Christmas and New
Year period. Working on the assumption that we will be
able to run a Nationals event, the SIG group will be
running the 3 classes (F4H, Intermediate and Novice)
over a 2-3 half day period depending on entries. We will
only run one ﬂight line but, in order to get through the
programme, we will need to be as eﬃcient as we can in
pushing through the ﬂights. Come prepared.
We will run the event to whatever protocols that the
Nationals organisers require, for us to comply with the
Governments edicts.
Hopefully over the current and previous lockdowns, your
modelling build list has been shortened. It has been and,
in some cases, still is a challenging time. I think we are
fortunate to have a hobby the allows us concentrate on

our fulﬁlling hobby, I am hoping to see some new projects
out there once we can ﬂy regularly again. I would also ask
you to do some basic safety checks on your models if you
haven’t ﬂown them for some time. In my mind, Battery
health is probably the most important. Can I suggest that
you remove your batteries and cycle them several times to
check the health of them, check all your plug leads to look
for cracks, knicks and other things that shouldn’t be there.
Check for the correct ﬁtment of the plugs. Run your motors
up and check their security in the model. Check the quality
of your fuel, particularly glow fuel as unsealed fuel tends to
absorb water. Pull the fuel tank and check the hoses and if
you need to, check the condition of the clunk and tubing
inside the tank.
Check all the control linkages and check throttle linkages,
over time they can be gummed up and put unnecessary
loads on servos.
Please remember to register for the Nationals even if you
are in two minds about attending or are waiting to see if
they go ahead. There is no need to pay any entry fees at
this point, that can be done online once a decision has
been made. We are trying to understand what the
potential entry will be and how to cater for the numbers.
Take care and hopefully we will see you at the Nats. -

Gwyn Avenell.

SIG
COVID-19 Lockdowns and the Auckland boundary
closures meant that the ﬁrst two events for the 2021 new
season have been cancelled.
The boundaries will now be open on 15 December, which
means that only Aucklanders will be able to ﬂy at the Xmas
meet on 11-12 December.

MFNZ have announced the Nationals COVID-19
requirements, that all participant’s ~ pilots, partners, family
& friends, attending the Nationals MUST report to
Registration on arrival and provide their My Vaccine Pass
before entering any of the MFNZ Nationals facilities
and/or ﬂying ﬁelds. Children under 12 must also be
accounted for, for COVID-19 purposes, albeit they will not
have a My Vaccine Pass.

So, to celebrate the boundary opening, we have moved
the Xmas BBQ dinner to Sunday 19 December ~ the
following weekend. The ﬁeld will be fully set up, with lights
and timers for some pre-Nationals practice ﬂying during
the day and the dinner will be in the late afternoon; just
BYO chair and beves.

With no comps being ﬂown, sadly this report is short-nsweet, sorry.

All pylon pilots, helpers and family are welcome to come
along. For catering, can you please let me know before 16
December, if you’ll be joining us in the festivities.

To everyone south of Waikato that has been getting some
ﬂying in, ENJOY and here’s to catching up with you in
December or at the Nats.

The Nationals are now all go. Council and SIGs are
working hard to get everything organised, so get your
entries in. Pylon numbers are quite low, at the time of
writing this.

Cheerz
Noeline
Email : nzpylonsig@hotmail.com
Ph. 0274-873 359

Rudder-Elevator models that are currently excluded from
the Radian class, and there are sure be a lot more out
there around the country.
Similar moves are happening around the world, this in
Australia.
http://www.rcga.org.au/results/f5j-electric-thermal-glider/335f5j.html

Some options
https://performancemodels.com.au/product-category/lasercut-glider-kits/
https://www.hangarone.co.nz/shop/laser-cut-aircraftkits/glider-kits/skylark?gn=Gliders&gp=6
https://performancemodels.com.au/product/ozeres-2m-byalan-mayhew/
https://www.petergoldsmithdesigns.com/product-page/opal

RADIAN MONTH Competition (or similar 2m All
Foam Electric Glider) Electric Soaring
The intent of this competition is to provide a simple set
of rules for a fun event. Open to Radian electric
gliders or similar rudder, elevator, motor - 2m foam
models.
Major modiﬁcations to the aircraft may lead to
condemnation by your fellow pilots.
The object is to ﬂy three 7 minutes ﬂights over 3
rounds with a bonus for landing. Launch height is
limited to approximately 200m and motor run time to
25 seconds.
A Contest Director may decide to mass launch groups
of pilots to add to the fun of the event.
Points will not be eligible for any record claims or
NDC
Contest rules
(a) The model must be a Radian or similar rudder, elevator, motor- 2 metre
foam based model. There are no other restrictions on motor, plane or 3
cell battery.
(b) You can recharge or swap batteries between ﬂights
(c) Flights will be scored one point for each second ﬂown up to 7 minutes
(i.e. 420 points) then one point lost for each second ﬂown over this time.
(d) Launch height is limited to approximately 200m. Height will be
controlled a 25 second motor run.
(e) A landing bonus of 50 points will be awarded if the nose of the model
stops inside a 7m radius circle and 25 points if the nose of the model stops
inside a 15m radius circle. Zero points if outside the 15m radius circle.
(f) Timing of ﬂight is to commence at launch of the model, from the moment
it leaves the launcher’s hand. Maximum motor run time is 25 seconds, to
be either timed by the timekeeper or controlled by an onboard switch.
Flight timing stops as soon as the model touches the ground.
(g) The motor may not be restarted during the ﬂight. Should the motor be
restarted for any reason, the timekeeper will stop the watch immediately
and landing points will be lost.
(h) No re-ﬂights are permitted. Each ﬂight counts. The ﬁnal score is the
total of all points over three ﬂights.
(j) The duration of each round will be decided by the Contest Director on
the day, taking into account the number of competitors, weather
conditions etc. For example each round could be 1 hour.
(k) For a ﬂight to be oﬃcial the model must be launched before the round
ends.
(i) All pilots must email a photo of plane and pilot to NDC manager – Allan
Knox for records and publication. All scores must be in by December
31/12/2021

3.15 CLASS P: ALES RADIAN (or similar 2m All Foam
Electric Glider)
(ALES = Altitude Limited Electric Soaring)
The intent of this competition is to provide a simple set of
rules for a fun event. Open to Radian electric gliders or
equivalent 2m all foam models. with rudder / elevator as
the primary controls. (i.e., ailerons are prohibited).

As we all know Covid 19 has cancelled a lot of
ﬂying events and will do so for a while yet. Those
in Hamilton area and Further North have been
locked down for quite a while. I hope anyone in
that area has had a chance to do a tonne of
building at least.
Those of us lucky enough to get out ﬂying have done so
while we can as we dont know when and where another
Outbreak could occur, possibly leading to another
Lockdown.
I was pleased to attend an Indoor night at a Category 2
Hall in New Plymouth over Labour Weekend and was able
to watch Junior Hangar Rat record holder, Lucas Alford
break his own Record. His 2 best times were 2mins 26 and
2mins31. Lucas also told me he built his own model,
Watch out for this guy in the future!
Since the kitting of the Hangar Rat by Gwyn Avenell there
has been a massive uptake in Hangar Rat models and if
they all attended the National Championships then we will
be Overwhelmed! Bring it on!
Also a lot of Joshua Finn Cats Meow Indoor Hand Launch
Glider kits have been imported and some were ﬂown at
New Plymouth very successfully by Robert and Harry
Bolton and others.
Another good Free ﬂighter has gone to the Model Field in
the Sky. Alan McDonald passed away recently. Alan was
based in Whakatane and had been on the FreeFlight SIG
for many years, ran The Whakatane FAI events, was an
Amateur Radio operator, heavily involved in Search and
Rescue Comms and a brilliant Engineer, having run his
own very successful Business. He even advised Eugene
Vetrbitsky how to shape his planetary gears on F1C model
motors. Alan's FreeFlight passion was F1B Wakeﬁeld and
other rubber classes. He also competed in several World
Championships. Condolences to his family and his son
Shayne.
The National Championships planning is underway and
any oﬀers to assist running of events will be graciously
accepted. Please phone me Rob Wallace 0274344027 if
you can help. Remember to return all Trophies and if you
are not staying for prizegiving, please arrange for
someone to grab all your Trophies and certiﬁcates
beforehand!

Time keepers Andrew
Robinson and Allen
Lawrence as Lucas
Alford attempts to
break his own Hangar
Rat record.

Lucas Alford with
Hanger Rat

There will be Covid 19 Protocols on the ﬁeld. Either
contact tracing or signing in will be required, keep your
spacing and keep safe.
A reminder that The Freeﬂight SIG AGM will be held at
approximately 3.15pm on January 7th at Carterton
Showgrounds. Please bring a facemask in case needed.

Robert Wallace
FF SIG Chairman

CENTRAL NORTH ISLAND

FREE FLIGHT TRIALS
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

29th
26th
19th
30th
28th
11th
24th
29th
26th
10th

Wind date
Wind date
Wind date
Wind date
Wind date
Wind date
Wind date
Wind date
Wind date
Wind date

30th
27th
20th
31st
29th
12th
25th
30th
27th
28th

Organizer: Paul Squires 021 029 94110

Matt klenner
and Harry Bolton

NDC

Alec Fuller Allen Lawrence
sorting Hangar Rats at
New Plymouth Indoor.

Recording Ofﬁcer’s Report Allan
Knox
New Records:

Young Lucas Alford featured last
issue. Well he has done it again
setting another Junior Record for
Hangar Rat Cat 2. He broke his old record of 4 minutes 29
seconds with a new time of 4 minutes 57 seconds. Well
done Lucas- again!

Antony Koerbin has been at it again too. He set a record
for FF A1 earlier in the year and has now posted a new
record of 388 points in FF E36. Well done Anthony.

NDC Results for the year:
NDC is over for another year. Even though it’s been
disrupted by Covid for some, we have still had more than
800 entries. Well done to you all.
The placings for the year will be decided by points up to
and including the end of August because Covid locked
down the Auckland area including clubs for the later part of
the year. This seemed the only fair thing to do.
You can still see your results for all the year’s events
through on the N D C page of our website at
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/NDC.html .
NDC Calendar for 2022 is now out. Check the NDC
webpage above for details and good luck for the coming
year!

Lucas and his record setting Hangar Rat and Jack Wheeler during NDC
ﬂing with the New Plymouth club. Lucas (12) is the youngest member and
Jack (95) is the oldest. Brilliant!

NDC

National Decentralised Contest
The national contest you can
ﬂy year round without
ever leaving your home patch.

NDC RESULTS

Allan Knox,
215 Southﬁeld Drive, Lincoln, 7608.
allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950

A summary of results to 15th November 2021

VINTAGE
140. Aug 21 RC Vintage IC Duration
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 John Ryan
Rotorua M A C Inc

1139
535

141. Aug 21 RC Vintage E Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc.

1569

142. Aug 21 RC Classical E Duration
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc

827

143. Aug 21 RC Vintage Precision
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 John Ryan
Rotorua M A C Inc
3 John Dunstan
Christchurch M A C Inc
4 Dave Little
Rotorua M A C Inc

796
535
492
440

146. Sep 21 FF Classic Power Duration
1 Kevin Barnes
Hamilton MAC Inc

360

147. Sep 21 RC Vintage 1/2A Texaco
1 John Ryan
Rotorua M A C Inc
2 Dave Little
Rotorua M A C Inc

1402
916

148. Sep 21 RC Vintage A Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Stu Grant
Christchurch M A C Inc

1744
168

149. Sep 21 RC Sport Cabin IC Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc

729

152. Oct 21 FF Vintage Catapult Glide
1 G Lovejoy
Feilding Model Flying Circle
2 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
3 A Koerbin
Feilding Model Flying Circle
4 Andrew Robinson New Plymouth M A C Inc
5 Matt Fairey
New Plymouth M A C Inc
6 Allen Lawrence New Plymouth M A C Inc
7 Kevin Barnes
Hamilton MAC Inc
8 Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C Inc
9 Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C Inc
10 Alec Fuller
New Plymouth M A C Inc

310
308
286
268
234
227
217
211
209
192

153. Oct 21 RC Vintage Open Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C Inc

1319
1188

155. Oct 21 RC Classical E Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Barrie Russell
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
3 Brett Robinson
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

2924
1150
914

159. Nov 21 RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc

2311

FREE FLIGHT
240. Aug 21 Catapult Launched Glider
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
249. Oct 21 P30
1 P Squires
2 John Beresford
3 W Lightfoot
4 G Lovejoy
5 Lynn Rodway
6 Stew Morse

Feilding Model Flying Circle
Christchurch M A C Inc
Feilding Model Flying Circle
Feilding Model Flying Circle
Christchurch M A C Inc
Christchurch M A C Inc

230
446
444
441
302
273
194

250. Oct 21 Hangar Rat
1 Allen Lawrence New Plymouth M A C Inc
2 Lucas Alford
New Plymouth M A C Inc
3 Alec Fuller
New Plymouth M A C Inc
4 Matthew Klenner New Plymouth M A C Inc
5 Dave Bull
New Plymouth M A C Inc
6 Steve Blackman New Plymouth M A C Inc
7 Tony House
New Plymouth M A C Inc

298
270Jnr Record
267
264
212
205
161

252. Oct 21 Indoor Hand Launch Glider
1 Robert Bolton
New Plymouth M A C Inc
2 Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C Inc
3 Steve Blackman New Plymouth M A C Inc
4= Allen Lawrence New Plymouth M A C Inc
4= Harry Bolton
New Plymouth M A C Inc

50.4
42.9
39.6
39.5
39.5

253. Oct 21 Tip Launch Glider
1 Andrew Robinson New Plymouth M A C Inc
2 Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C Inc
3 Allen Lawrence New Plymouth M A C Inc
4 Matt Fairey
New Plymouth M A C Inc

312
248
172
39

254. Oct 21 E36
1 A Koerbin
2 Kevin Barnes
3 Rex Bain

388
360
322

Feilding Model Flying Circle
Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc
Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc

258. Nov 21 Catapult Launched Glider
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Lynn Rodway
Christchurch M A C Inc
3 Stew Morse
Christchurch M A C Inc

210
193
93

CONTROL LINE
328. Oct 21 FAI Team Race (Classic FAI & F2F combined)
1 Rod Brown
New Plymouth M A C Inc
4-23.22
2 Andrew Robinson New Plymouth M A C Inc
4-37.62
3 Rob Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
4-46.02
330. Oct 21 Slow Goodyear Team Race
1 Rob Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
2 Alec Fuller
New Plymouth M A C Inc
333. Oct 21 Percentage Speed
1 Andrew Robinson New Plymouth M A C Inc
2 Don Robinson

New Plymouth M A C Inc

3 Rob Wallace

Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

4 Alec Fuller

New Plymouth M A C Inc

335. Oct 21 Classic 'B Team Race
1 Rob Wallace
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
2 Andrew Robinson New Plymouth M A C Inc

4-11.03

85.81%
304.05 km/h
85.02%
301.26 km/h
6 3 . 8 6 %
226.27 km/h
62.87%
222.77 km/h
5-04.68
5-11.63

SOARING
423. Aug 21 Thermal B (10 min)
1 Joe Wurts
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
2 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
3 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc

559
556
555

424. Aug 21 X5J Unlimited Class O
1 Joe Wurts
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
2 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
3 Dave Griﬃn
Christchurch M A C Inc
4 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
5 Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C Inc
6 Keith Elliott
Christchurch M A C Inc
7 Ken McMillan
Christchurch M A C Inc
8 Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
426. Sep 21 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
1 Peter France
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Dave Griﬃn
Christchurch M A C Inc
3 Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
4 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
5 Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C Inc
6 Kevin Campbell Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
7 Garry Morgan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
8 Joe Wurts
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
9 Anton Nikolof
Kaiapoi M A C Inc
10 Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
11 Keith Elliott
Christchurch M A C Inc 1388

2565
2489
2460
2440
2433
2342
2169
2094
2559
2549
2359
2357
2266
2261
2259
2205
2112
2053

427. Sep 21 ALES Radian Class P
1= Andrew Hiscock Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
1= Joseph Wurts
Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
3 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
4 Keith Elliott
Christchurch M A C Inc
5 Kevin Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc
6 Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
7 Garry Morgan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
8 Phil Elvy
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
9 Dave Griﬃn
Christchurch M A C Inc
10 Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
11 Peter France
Christchurch M A C Inc
12 Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C Inc
13 Jeﬀ Aickin
Far North R/C Fliers
14 Les King
Far North R/C Fliers
15 Carl McMillan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
16 Graham Knox
Far North R/C Fliers

1409
1409
1407
1377
1354
1325
1313
1231
1229
1214
1205
1133
1115
1059
1056
703

429. Oct 21 ALES 123 Class N
1 Peter France
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Dave Griﬃn
Christchurch M A C Inc
3 Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
4= Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
4= Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
6 Garry Morgan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
7 Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C Inc
8 Carl McMillan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
9 Phil Elvy
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
10 Ken McMillan
Christchurch M A C Inc
11 Peter Smith
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
12 Anton Nikolof
Kaiapoi MAC Inc
13 Keith Elliott
Christchurch M A C Inc

1227
1164
1124
1102
1102
1081
1062
1054
1047
973
957
950
747

430. Oct 21 ALES Radian Class P
1 Keith Elliott
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Carl McMillan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
3 Anton Nikolof
Kaiapoi MAC Inc
4 Bruce McKay
Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc
5 Phil Sparrow
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
6 Alan Walker
Far North R/C Fliers
7 Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
8 Bruce Woodﬁeld Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc
9 Philip Pearpoint Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc
10 Les King
Far North R/C Fliers
11 Jeﬀ Aickin
Far North R/C Fliers
12 Peter Smith
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
13 Garry Morgan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
14 Phil Elvy
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
15 Len Ruby
Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc
16 Mark Boyes
Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc
17 Peter France
Christchurch M A C Inc
18 Greg Findon
Palmerston North Aeroneers Inc
19 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
20 Graham Knox
Far North R/C Fliers

1378
1345
1293
1264
1237
1230
1221
1196
1178
1148
1134
1109
1101
1083
1067
1044
1034
1011
991
961

431. Oct 21 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
1484.9
2 Ken McMillan
Christchurch M A C Inc
1479.3
3 Rex Ashwell
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc 1393
432. Oct 21 FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )
1 Dave Griﬃn
Christchurch M A C Inc
2 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
3 John Shaw
Christchurch M A C Inc
4 Anton Nikolof
Kaiapoi MAC Inc
5 Ken McMillan
Christchurch M A C Inc
6 Garry Morgan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
7 Phil Elvy
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
8 Carl McMillan
Marlborough Assc. Modellers Inc
9 Ian Harvey
Christchurch M A C Inc

2391
2220
1971
1910
1874
1848.5
1788
1615
1074

434. Nov 21 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
1 Allan Knox
Christchurch M A C Inc
2561
2 Peter France
Christchurch M A C Inc
2552
3 Anton Nikolof
Kaiapoi M A C Inc
1889

NDC

FREE FLIGHT TEAM TRIALS 2022
January 15th
February 19th
March 12th
April 9th
May 21st
June 18th
July 16th

The 2021 FF World Champs in France did not happen due to
Covid, and have been rescheduled to 2023. Therefore 2022
becomes the new team selection year.
Start time is from 07.00. All Free Flight is welcome on these
dates. Any person wanting to make trials ﬂights should
advise David Ackery, email david.ackery@xtra.co.nz,
Dates are subject to weather or any local conditions that
may aﬀect availability of the site, this is controlled by site coordinator Bryce Gibson, and all such enquires to him.
ﬂyf2d@hotmail.com

64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz
3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz
79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Mike Bron
mbron@xtra.co.nz
www.amf.org.nz
48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com
4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@outlook.com
77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720 ted@pl.net
35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com
8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Stephen Grainger
027 278 8765
di_steve@xtra.co.nz
82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452 jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz
2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919 avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz
9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz
10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz
11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com
38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007 desr2727@gmail.com
13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706 pandrg@xtra.co.nz
14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz
15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 alan48linda47@gmail.com
17. Hawera M.A.C.
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz
71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com
36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298 info@ham.org.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL
027 435 5516

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317
tierrich@gmail.com
66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Gary Sarginson
07 8662877
gnjsarg@xtra.co.nz
72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605
brettrob@orcon.net.nz
24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200
nmacsecretary@outlook.com

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz
30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Bruce Withell
withellbruce@gmail.com
66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260
rsloan@xtra.co.nz
31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221
ronw82@outlook.com
54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643
wardharber@xtra.co.nz

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Steve Blackman
027 481 2575
shb@xtra.co.nz

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, Rd8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729 secretary@nzjma.com

42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Ross Pepper
29 Sovereign Boulevard
KAIAPOI 7630
021 244 7668
rdpepper29@gmail.com
www.kmac.nz

29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Andy Watson
027 485 6553
top.place@xtra.co.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896 mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Robert Berger
51A Hibiscus Coast Highway
Silverdale AUCKLAND 0932
021 969 159
nsmac.team@gmail.com
www.nsmac.org.nz

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 l-j@xtra.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1
AWANUI
021 047 6314 bieribeach@gmail.com
78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633 paul.buckrell@gmail.com
20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959 mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz
21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Ivan Huntley
021 210 6138
levinmodelclub@gmail.com

67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Ray McIntosh
PO Box 125168
St Heliers
AUCKLAND 1740
021 606 659
nhmcinfo1985@gmail.com
98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz
27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Jamie McCullough
021 272 8656
jamiemccullough9@gmail.com

80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988
84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz
62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
027 684 5832
gndellow@xtra.co.nz
39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431
graham.rose@langley.co.nz

50. Thames Blackfeet Flyers
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com
68. Warkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
021 725 876
somerset11@outlook.com

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033
dbsq17@gmail.com

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213
stu.goodare@gmail.com

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692
(03) 310 6628

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423
gtec1963@gmail.com

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810
06 370 4693
henderson.ihug@gmail.com

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333
gramain@xtra.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz
70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
John Laker
21 Riverside Place
KATIKATI 3121
07 549 0043
john.laker.clear@gmail.com
58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676
keithryman@outlook.com

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying
Group
Ken Green
09 435 0989
greensacres@xtra.co.nz

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299
secretary@wmac.org.nz

NDC
why

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223
daviespj00@yahoo.com

not give
it a go this
year

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale

For Sale

For Sale

72” BINGO, ASP65 motor, ﬂies well,

DeHAVILLAND CHIPMUNK 84” wing
span NZ product kit ASP91 red head motor,
onboard glow, remote fueling. Never been
ﬂown, any reasonable oﬀer considered.

All planes have servos and are in excellent
condition and can be viewed at my home in
Warkworth.

60” CHEROKEE AFT kit, new 46
Thunder Tiger motor, remote fueling, never
been ﬂown, good oﬀers.

Also were can old RC be recycled?
PT 40, with OS 40 motor, good ﬂyer.

Allen Harvey Phone 09 425 8708 or email me at ruthhalf@hotmail.com

Here’s a list that celebrates folks that have put in the hard yards and attained the necessary skill and knowledge to
successfully complete a MFNZ Wings Qualiﬁcation since the September Model Flying World magazine.

Name
Paul Glenn
David Bickner
Ian Greaves
Bevan Lewell
Ivan Krippner
Greg Dyer
Jacob Johnson
Vaughn Friedrich

Club
Tauranga M A C (Inc)
Taupo Model Fliers (Inc)
Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Christchurch M A C (Inc)
Southland MAC
Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Ashhurst Model Fliers

Description
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Basic Power
Helicopter

NORTHLAND

HAMILTON

AUCKLAND

R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI
Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!

Ph: 021 288 9455
Frazer@pbgrc.co.nz
www.PBGRC.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

Suppliers of all Airsail products

AUCKLAND

Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.

RC Hobbies is NZ’s number one online
hobby shop, with exceptional product
knowledge and unbeatable service you
can’t go wrong.
RC Hobbies have everything
you need from planes, cars, helicopters,
drones, 3d printers, paint, fuel, accessories
and much more.
RC Hobbies also provide services repairs.
There is something for everyone at RC
Hobbies with new products being updated
on the website regularly.
Get in touch with the team at RC
Hobbies Today!

SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
Email: sales@rchobbies.co.nz
Follow us on Social Media:

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842
Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

slipstream.models.workshop@gmail.com

CHRISTCHURCH
HENDERSON
RACING
82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
027 228 5466
bigtrev@xtra.co.nz
Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

Combine your New Zealand
summer holiday with a visit
to the Model Flying New Zealand

2022 NATIONALS
Carterton 2nd Jan - 7th Jan 2022
For all the Nationals Covid 19
information and requirements
please see page 6

www.modelﬂyingnz.org

